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construction. Plusqueilec saia,
"Little has been done with the

student rooms since" these buildings
v - ::
opened in lssa."
The administration wants to be
gin immediately with the systemat
ic renovation of the dorms.' The
improvements will begin with the
space currently vacant on the low
er floors of Bissman and Stevenson.
Said Plusqueilec "Everything de
pends on enrollment and ' space
during second semester as to when
we win start.".-- . The proposal mandates that' two
models be used in the Orst stage
and after: careful evaluation by
students and staff, those models or
variations of them would be installed in each room. The hallways
will receive new floor covering and
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brochures.'.- - - "'
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More affordable prices are Just
one of the recent changes that
.

Bergman hopes win attract more
students. Other improvements include serving breakfast and hosting

overnight guests seven days a
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Holden Fire
By Phfl UndereufSer
blaze that damaged a second

ed to combat the fire with a nearby
floor Holden "L" room last Thurs- extinguisher.
Security Officers Carl Grubbs
day was started by a candle left
unattended, according to Director and Richard Nester responded
within two minutes of the alarm,
of Security Carl Yund. ;
The fire, which began shortly and put out the blaxe. Four extinbefore 10:00 p.m., caused $1200 in guishers were used in the process.
smoke and fire damage in the hall The Wooster Fire Department was
and room, said Don Theis, Director called to the scene, where they
aided in cleaning up and ventilating
of the Physical Plant
;
According to Yund, there had the bunding.
In most eases where a fire alarm
been a surprise birthday party for
the floor's Resident Assistant, Mar- is triggered. Security must cheek
tha Horst, 80 to 45 minutes before the situation before the Wooster
the ' fire was "reported. However, Fire Department is called to the
added Yund, it was unlikely that scene, in order to' cut down on false
do alarms.-the party itself had anything to
""
. "The only exceptions are where
withthefire.
was a very. short party," it is obvious there Is a fire when
added Security Captain James Fos- flames are shooting out of windows,
ter. "There were twenty to thirty or smoke is fining the bans,", said
people, and it lasted about fifteen Grubbs. "As in this situation, for
instance."
minutes."
"
Both Gurbbs and Nester - were
Thirty to forty minutes after the
party, the occupant left the room later hospitalized for smoke inhala. - said tion, v.
and went down the hall
blase
the
started
candle
that
people
The
Foster. "She left five to six
a , was sitting on- a plastic shelf unit
from the party in the room. miether the candle was burning next to the door, according to
when the occupant left the room, or Yund. He believes the heat from
whether the people who remained the candle started the fire by Ignitor
m the room lit it before they left) ing either objects on the shelves
"la unknown right now." said Fo- the shelves themselves.
'
'
"There was pretty much damster.,
age."
was
said Yund. "The bookshelf,
occupant
other
room's
The
studying hi Andrews Library at the of course, was destroyed. The fire
time of the fire, said Foster. Secur- also melted a clock radio and a
ity refused to release the names of lamp. The earpet was either melted
or covered in spots with melted
either of the room's occupants.
The fire was discovered by an plastic from the shelves. There was
unidentified male student, accord- also a stereo speaker, about 30
ing to Foster. The student triggered inches high, standing next to ' the
the floor's fire alarm, then attempt shelves which waa scorched..
A

-

Tn mAAHinn thm rmm's Binelicff
was scorched, and there was heavy
smoke damage to the room itself as
weU as the occupant's belongings.
Yund was concerned about the

length of time it took to evacuate
Holden after-- the alarm sounded.
Tt tank man tim to clear the
building when there was a fire than
it did the night before zor a ere
drflll"-'-.-

-

Experience Tothe Woo Inn

developed new policies for the benefit of tta customers. WEly J. Bergman, the newly appointed innkeeper, said that he has improved the
quality of the food and ' the total
service of the Inn.- Bergman views hoepitaKty as the
.decisive factor m determining its
reputation as "Ohio's Host Distinguished Inn." Thia slogan now appears on the cover of the new
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"Security dtnexRlchard Nester sifting through firevdamage from last weeks Crejn Holden.
, "photography by Mews servicesV
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New

By PATRICIA BAUZRLS
The Wooster Inn has recently

l"

1

wooster-Into become
ing
more competitive. "Our business is
getting better," stated Bergman. Fresh food is another major Improvement. The , trout , served is
caught at Loudonville, Ohio, and
almost ail of the vegetable dishes
are now fresh instead of canned.
Bergman said that the preparation of the food has also been
improved;, for example, potatoes
are steamed instead of being fried.
"We're going to have nicer menu
than last year," said Bergman. .
Salad bars at Sunday dinners Is
once of the special features of the
Inn. Fresh' cider, in addition to
turkey and ham dinners, win be
served for Thanksgiving.
Other changes have been made to
n

--

week. The Inn haa also quickened Improve the Inn's appearance.
Bergman stated that the Inn is now
its service for businessmen.
many
color coordinated with its
of
better
Bergman stated that
these new changes are less profita- new napkins and table cloths.

ble especially during the weekdays, Plants have been placed upon the
but he hopes that the hospitality tables and a wreath on the door.
Continued on Pago 4
will attract more customers, help
-
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'neonle thought It was a
Joke." responded Junior Cheryl
Trautmann.
"I couldn't believe it," said Foster. "Not only did the fire alarm go
oft,, but an tne smoxe aeiecxors m
were buzzing
the immediate area
'"'
"
away."
We are a reactive group." said
Vnatmr- - "EvervtJme we have a
tragic, a near tragic or a possibly ;
tragic event, we respona. h
th event, learn what west
wrong,- - and attempt to teach pecr!a
so it doesnt happen again. Pecple
fonow our advice for a few weeks.
then they go back to tneir out ways.
:rfWm mb Mtaeate Menlo as much
as possible." he continued, "but if
they dost mte common sense asd
safety-.concern for
bear
tk w- - iimnti nf thm room
fun responsibility for the fire, said
Tuna. ACCOramg 10 xuna, vam occu-pants of the room involved burned
candles often.'
flavin litrhted eandlea unattend
ed is a serious violation of The
Scots Key. According to the Key,
maximum penalties may be given
for violations, including dismissal
from the schooL ;
'
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conditioning also is being consid- -;
ered.
considered ' two
- The committee
by
Dean Plnsmodels presented
quellee The first option would xe-dfive rooms from double to
single occupancy, maintain existing singles, and convert one ooome into
a atudv room. The occupancy rate.
of 14 students per floor' would be
reduced to seven or eight. The
second option would create two:
suites - composed of two existing
doubles connected by a study room
on ' each floor. The two existing
singles would be maintained.
The built in furniture will be
removed and replaced with fund-tor-e
that can be moved depending
on student wishes. The walls are to
be covered with material' which,
together with carpeting, win help to
absorb sound and improve the aesthetic values of each .room. Other
advantages of the renovations win
be access to the computer system
and more telephone hookupa. ,. ,
William Snoddy has contacted
V Trntgg
ftty Bank of
for these buildings ana receivea
renovation
verbal agreement 'that
wouM Uewise- - and acceptable
use of the Building Ifalntainance
and Equipment Reserve Funds,"
which have been collecting as part
of the original agreement on the
three buildings.
Occupancy in the buildings could
be reduced from the average of 380
to a mhimmn of 250 (a reduction of
and still have the Income
33).
necessary to operate the bondings,
and meet the debt service and the
reserve obligations. If it is important or necessary to reduce occupancy below these limits, the
e-could
introduce differential
room rates in order to bold the
income from the - buildings at the
necessary leveL

'-"-

limits-individualit-

ceCing tiles. The Installation of

."It

'BY ESHLY DRAGS r ' i .
Last weekend the Board of Trustees' Building and Grounds Committee approved initial plana, for the
renovation of Bissman, Stevenson,
and Armington Hails. ; - - ;
Over the past several years, the
; Dean of Student's staff has carried
' out an evaluation of student living
apace. ". The clear conclusion, reinforced by a study completed by Dr.
Arn Lewis and some students, is
that Arm Ington. Bissman, and
- Stevenson are a particular problem
and require Immediate attention
from the college,", reported Dean
Ken Plnsqnellee.
The administration hopes to "im
prove the quality of life by improving - the physical quality of the
rooms. We were concerned for a
long time-t- he
doubles are relative
ly small with' built in furniture
exwhich
plained Plnsqnellee.- The space In these residence
halls is not viewed as attractive by
students because "of the room size
and the problem with sound creat
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The Language

Requirement

As a result of this year's curricular changes there has
been a redefinition of the language requirement.
The obvious change is that all entering students are now
required to study a language. The most persuasive argument
in support of such a language requirement forwards the
importance of the ability a second language provides for
analyzing concepts through a new medium: the ability to
think, speak, read and write in a fundamentally different
conceptual system.
A student's outlook is thus broadened ' by learning a
second language in that the nature and limit of the first
language's analytic and expressive qualities are explicitly
realized through the ability to think independently of that
first language.
The student can then transcend his or her particular
culture by transcending its most important single component its language. The student can step outside the English
(or any other) mind-s- et
and consider the very means of .
considering; think about how one thinks.
The problem lies in the second, less obvious aspect of the
language requirement change. The change from quarters to
semesters entails a reduction in hours of
instruction
from 210 to 120. It was questionable whether or not the 210
hours of class time spent under the quarter system assured a
minimal grasp of a new language, but 120 hours definitely
does not bring the student to the point at which thoughts are
processed in the new language.
Rather, for two semesters the student will simply assign
to a foreign word the closest English equivalent and convert
the new language so that thought, speech, reading and
writing can be carried on in the original English conceptual
system.
This effectively defeats the purpose of the language
requirement. After working hours memorizing vocabulary
and verb endings the student has not. and will not, reap the
prime reward of language study. The student will go home
and read Homer, Camus, and Machiavelli in translation; still
limited by monolinguality and still unable to develop and
reinforce bilinguality independently.
A language requirement of 120 hours does not, then, fulfill
the primary purpose of the language requirement, and
therefore it is not justified. The requirement should either
be eliminated or its
time increased to at least 240
hours(four semesters). As this institution does regard itself
as having an interdisciplinary, liberal arts philosophy of
education, the latter alternative should be taken.
Paul Miller
in-cl- ass

.

in-cl- ass
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Miguel D'Escoto, Nicaragua's
By Mary Fttseue
foreign minister, stated in SojourAngusto Cesar Sandino was
very idealistic man with a great ners magazine that there are four
love for the people of hils home basic pillars on which the Sandinis-t- a

government rests:

Editors:
aspiration, the demI would like to commend "Wai
dy" for his views on the sportin
ocratic ideal, and christian virtue.
world. Each week he pulls anothe
The sum of these goals echo the
great column from his astut
dreams of Sandino: a land in which
knowledge of the world of sporu
all people are able to have a
both on campus and around th
chance at a good life, a land which
world.
the Nicaraguan people are able to
Accolades also go out to Job
rule themselves.
Stapleton, the man behind th
What is the U.S. response? A
scenes of the sports section in th
reported 19 million dollars is being
Voice John learned his trade as
sent in a covert action carried out
freshman and is improving wit
by the CIA against the Sandinista
experience.
government.
Sports fanatics at the College
The United States has Joined with
Wooster owe these two individual
forces on
the
quite a lot considering the time an
the Honduran border. They have
effort that goes into the making
been invading Nicaragua from the
a good sports section.
border and claiming many lives.
Dave Brya
months in Nicaragua, this past
Continued on Page 5
year, stated that in five months
illiteracy dropped from 50 to 12 WaKeuMaRTiN!
AReBeopLJopC
DbTHeSoNSoF
under the new government.
L9Vec5 HOW
In addition, the Sandinistas are THeY'Ve MaDe
T NoTBYTHeCOlPfi
trying to provide clean water, bet
Bu
TrieiR
aTTHeTa&ieoF
ter medical care, education and Your BiRTHPaY
recreational facilities in which the
BY Trie conduc
HoUPaV!
BRoTrteRHooD VlilH
entire population will be able to
partake. Under the previous SomoF THeiR
za government, these were luxuries
1
CHaRacleR
that only the elite were able to
have.
land, Nicaragua.
With charisma and determination
he led his country in pursuit of
justice for the poor and freedom
from U.S. imperialism.
Although he was assassinated by
supporters of the U.S. puppet leader of Nicaragua, Somoza. on Febru
ary 21. 1834, and was never able to
see his goals come to fruition, the
spirit of his teachings live on today,
Four years after the Sandinistas
successfully overthrew the U.S.
puppet government of Somoza,
there have been great strides made
toward the betterment of the Niear-aguan people.
William Calahan, a recent lecturer at the college who spent four
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Editors:
For the past few weeks, you have
repeatedly complained of common
occurrences on a college campus.
Last week you were concerned
about the amount of beer consumed
during Homecoming weekend. Well
in case you had not noticed. Woos-tstudents are probably the most
low key of the similar Ohio Colleges. For example, I noticed your
investigative reporting uncovered
the fact that Bissman might have
had 25 kegs Homecoming Weekend,
well, big deal!! Dennison had 50
kegs for their Homecoming Weekend, and OWU has a Sprtngfling
that the school donates 50 kegs to.
Furthermore, you theorized that
everyone in attendance must have
been wasted.
Well Tom, I feel your problem is
the failure to understand the true
value of these controlled social
functions. These parties create an
atmosphere conducive to socializing and forgetting the pressures
bestowed upon all of us. They offer
a break in the same old routine we
go through week in and week out.
They are an opportunity to act a
little crazy, to shoot a little bull and
to relax. Those are a few of the
values that people place on parties,
because when that cap twists off,
you know you can sit back and
relax for a few hours.
Maybe you need to relax and stop
being our mother. If you do not
want to drink beer, then dont; but
stop using the Voice to whine about
your hang up s! !
--

Jack Wbiteford

ume BLacK BOYS
CoMe BacK
uaTeR. I'M

aNDGiRLS HoLP HaMPS
WiTri Lffiifi WHiTe
BY& aND GiRLSaS
BRoTrleR aNP
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STILL DReSMiK

SiSTeR?

30
acxw mm.
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Editors -in -Chief
Paul Miller
Tom Hetrick

Student
Applauds
Sports Editors
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Student Disturbed
By Soccer Cuts
-

Editors:
'
I was disturbed to hear of the
cuts recently made from the men's
soccer team. The situation, in my
mind, entails more than the efforts
and feelings of those individuals
dismissed. I question more deeply
the' order of priorities displayed
and the function fulfilled by intercollegiate sports programs at a
,

small academic institution like
Wooster. Most everyone agrees
that sports are healthy means for

exercising and developing interpersonal cooperation and concentration skills, but more important is
that the players participate because they enjoy the sport itself.
Many students are drawn to
Wooster because of the opportunities to participate in an organized
sport Assuming that a small school
offers the chance to do just this, it
is a jolt to find teams being
trimmed midseason to better the
chances for competetive success.

When shortage of transportatio
presents a problem, it is reasonabl
to trim the team to traveling size
But to limit the team by factor
independent of individual attitud
or the availability of equipmeo
and facilities, I think is unfah
Wooster is fortunate to have
healthy program and we ihoul
build and enhance it not confine it
In my own experience. Wester
Europeans, unlike many Ameri
cans. tend to have a healthie
attitude which emphasizes the lov
of sport and the outdoors. I thin,
the measures taken this past wee:
are a further example of the Amei
lean obsession to succeed at th
expense of all else. Perhaps w
should
our priorities a
collegiate athletes. I wonder if th
wins on the record board are wort
the losses of enthusiasm for th
.

re-exam-

ine

sport

Laurie Campbel
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Opinion...

On The Drinking Age
BY TOM HZTRICX v
Mnnrfav evening, when the WOOS--

It is obvious that this is a law
that treats symptoms instead of
ter mavoral candidates SDOke in causes. It is also, at the very least
Lowry 119. I thought one of the bizarre, if not inconsistent to allow
most interesting topics, xrom a IS year olds to fight and die for

-

The Student Activities Board and
the Dean'i Office are offering the
following trips for the next several
weekends:
Saturday,
A trip to CleveOctober 29th
land's renowned Beaehwood Place
and Shaker Square. These are fine
shopping areas with a wide variety
of dining establishments. The bos
will leave from Lowry Center at 9
a.m. and return to Wooster by 8 p..
..
Saturday,
A trip to downNovember 5th
town Columbus with a stop at the
French Market. There will also be
the OAC women's soccer championmayoral candidates
ships at Ohio State this day. At this The Wooster
sponsored
by the Urban'
was
forum
time, we do not know which four
teams wm be playing, but can let
you know before the 5th.- Leave Lowry 8:30 a.m., return by
6 p.m.
Saturday,
November 12th Palace Theatre
in Cleveland to see "Pump Boys
and Dinettes." This Is a
revue which
takes place in a gas station and
diner on Highway 57 about some
By SARAH SIMMONS
pump boys and dinettes who pour
Last Monday night, the Urban
out their hearts and yearn for the
simple things in life. This revue Studies Club sponsored a Wooster
runs a gaumt of musical styles mayoral candidate forum to
including bluegrass, soft rock. Jazz, present the central points' ' of each
gospel, ballads, blues and boogie candidate's platform for the upwoogie. Tickets to see this play cost coming November election.
Bill Bostanlc, a former city coun112, Seating is cabaret style. Sign
and current social studies,
see
cilman
to
this
possible
up as soon as
enjoyable show. Leave Lowry 5:30 teacher at Wooster High School,
p.m. return to Wooster around 11 cited the two most pressing issues
in Wooster as the development of a
p.m.
tax base to "help get over a period
The SAB office is open daily, 10-p.m. Please sign up for all trips of deficit" and a solution to the
you are interested in Joining during water run off problems throughout the city.
those hours.
Bostanlc is also campaigning to
appoint a new director of administration which will help In his overall goal of "restoring stability in
city government."
Clyde Breneman, President of
City Council and former engineer
with Rubbermaid, agreed with Bostanlc on. the first two issues at
hand. However, Breneman does not
foot-stompi-
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student perspective, would be Issue
I on the November ballot Although
the candidates spent most of their
time agreeing about tne prooiems
that fiM the ettv of Wooster. thev
were coaxed Into .expressing their
views on raising tne ormnoz age w
Zl years ot age. ,
Both candidates opposed the issue because it would not' in their
view, help the alcohol "problem"
at an. They felt It really would not
effect teenager's access to alcohoL
spoke on campus last Monday. The From this type or argument, n can
he mnHuded that their conceotlon
Studies Club.
of the "problem" is the amount of
aieonoi teenagers consume, aw
how easily they can obtain it
Tt is eertainlv true that alcohol is
readily available in our society and
those who want to ootain n usuaiiy
ran at anv are. It this is true, then
it really doesn't matter what the
drinking age is. wnetner it is is, is.
who want to drink will.
or
and those who don't Will not.
it seems to make "very
believe that the termination of Therefore,
to
sense
little
ame either for or
Adof
Spitzler,
Director
Thomas
ministration, belongs on the cam- sffsinst anv drinkins ase if that
argument is based on the accessi
paign ballot
bility
of aieonoi. uow can one vote
reswith
Breneman is concerned
toring harmonv in Wooster' s gov far nr affalnst a law based on the
ernment by evaluating perform- argument of access, when that law
win not effect access at all?
ance levels of all eitv emnlovees.
Perhaps teenage consumption
- In .between disputes over shopping malt locations, methods of and availability are part of the
attracting new Industries ana solu "problem," but the real reason this
tions to the inconsistencies in city issue win be on the ballot Is drunk ,
government the two candidates en driving. And unquesuona Diy
kill
hesrtflv screed that Issue 1 (the given the number of people weaccirelated
alcohol
year
every
in
21
age
in
to
drinking
raising of the
dents, this is the reason we should
Ohio) should not be oassed.
Bostanlc replied, " I don't think have the issue on the ballot
continue to
the raising of the age is going to Regardless of why we problem,
it
put an end to this sort of problem." have a drunken driving
fact that
Rnnomin added. " The best wav seems to be a statistical
21 saves
to get somebody to do something is raising the drinking age to drinking
to tell them 'You can t ao it r lives. When the Michigan
Leffislstinff a no no hasn't worked age was raised to 21 in 1978. the
year drunken driving fayet I don't know why people think followingamong
the 1 year old
talities
it's going to won now."
drivers decreased by 31. Consistently research shows that raising
the drinking age to 21 produces an
average annual reduction of 28 in
night time fatal crashes involving
year old drivers.
1

Lzo

Mayoral Candidates
Discuss City Problems
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21-th-
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Di gest

News

19-2-

18-2-

their country but not drink alcohoL
I accept aU that Yet if it really
doesn't matter what the drinking
age is (those who want to drink will
do so anyway), and . raising the
drinking age will save lives How
can one vote against the law? I'm
not saying that the law even begins
to solve our alcohol related problems, but given our present
e
against
choices,' bow can
saving lives?'
Apart from this, it seems that
putting the drinking age at 18, 19.
soluor 21 is a
tion that dosen't face the problem.
Why would we have a drinking age
if we aren't trying to keep alcohol
out of the hands of at least part of
the population? If this argument of
accessibility is worthless, why do
'
we have a drinking age?
Whether we like tt or not it is our
attitude about drinking that is the
problem. We - make drinking
against the law, but socially condone' it on every billboard and
viewing screen. It's no wonder that
1
year olds continually try to
."prove" themselves by doing something the law says they shouldn't
So we legislate a drinking age,
which comes out as a half-waanswer to the wrong problem. It's
kind of like putting 1,300 marines In
the middle of a civil war and
asking them to keep the peace-- it
just doesn't neip tne prooiem.
It Is unquestionable that many
Europeans, such as the Germans
and F"g". enjoy their alcohoL
But they simply don't have the
problems with drunken driving that
we encounter. For one, their drinking and driving laws are much
more rigid. But also.they simply
don't get the "charge" out of drinking and getting drunk that we
socially accept Our laws place a
social identifying mark on alcohoL
especially In the teenage years, and
we don't seem to be able to over
come this attitude. If I had my
choice, I'd vote to drop the drinking
age and push drunken driving laws
in the meantime,
to the limit-b-ut
4
rn vote to save Uvea. .
.

one-vot-

middle-of-the-ro-

ad

18-2-
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ed. However, Prime Minister
Shamir said that the government is

'
''
' Replacement U.S. troops were
(Washington) A Jordanian strike him.
determined to Implement other
(Washington) Congress passed a austerity measures.
flown in from Camp LeJeune N.C., force to be used in the Persian Gulf
(South Charleston. W.VA) A natas President Reagan vowed that area, for which the Reagan admin- 84.7 billion compromise measure
the Marines will remain in Leba- istration is seeking 1220 million in extending emergency benefits for ural gas explosion and fire desecretly financed aid has already unemployment through March 1985. stroyed a supermarket Monday,
non.
0
protests in been In training for two and one The program, which has over
(Bonn)
Injuring at least 4 poeple. Rescue
recipients nationwide, officially workers so far have not uncovered
Europe drew almost 1.5 million half years by U.S. Special Forces,
truck loaded with, explosives was' people. The week long rallies in government officials revealed Sat- expired In September. The House any bodies, but several persons are
with unani- known to be missing. .After the
driven through the gates of the West Germany against the deploy- urday. The plans for. the strike passed the bill 300-compound and Into the lobby of a ment of the new U.S. medium-rang- e force may be dropped due to the mous approval from the Senate. danger of additional explosions had
building where soldiers were sleep- '
missiles on European sofl disclosure. A congressional battle President Reagan Is expected to passed, bulldozers and cranes be: were the largest and considered the over the proposal Is expected to endorse the bUL
gan removing the debris of the
ing. ,
intensify this week. ,
grocery building. "It was a large
. (Tel Aviv) Nearly a million workDefense Secretary Weinberger most important politically.
(Washington) Some 2.000 Marines ers. 70 of Israel's work force, gas line in the Immediate area"
(Augusta. GA.) The Secret Servsaid that there was "circumstantial
evidence" that Iran was Involved In ice defended the security arrange- and an aircraft carrier are heading went on strike for two hours Sun- that erupted, reported an observer,
the suicidal assault A group call- ments at an Augusta golf dub for the troubled Carribbean nation day to protest government econom- but the - exact cause is - as yet
ing itself the Islamic Revolutionary where a gunman took five hostages of Grenada, Pentagon officials re- ic moves that threaten to raise the undertermined.
The union , (Washington) The . CIA recomresponsibiland demanded to see President ported. The move was made to cost of living by
Movement has claimed
;
Reagan on Sunday. None of the protect the safety of an estimated strike was peaceful and orderly, mended and aided recent rebel
ity.
,
A similar attaek against the hostages were harmed and the 1,000 Americans on the Island. The said Officals of the Hlstadrut Fed- attacks against an on storage depot
and other Industrial targets in NicFrench Command center killed at gunman, Charles R. Harris, was Prime Minister, Maurice Bishop, eration of Labor.
Earlier, Finance Minister Yoram aragua, reported Reagan adminisleast 23 paratroopers, and French taken quietly after refusing to an- was killed after being placed under
swer several phone calls from arrest by political opponents during Aridor resigned after proposing a tration officials.
President Mltterand paid a personThe atUcks were suppcTtedta
al visit to both sites, reaffirming President Reagan. Harris was a coup. Bishop was killed In the plan to link Israels economy to the
struggle ensuing when some of his U.S. Dollar, which raised a storm
charged with threatening the
France's resolve to remain in
''T 'Continued on PageS ""'- "
supporters attempted to rescue of protest and the plan was reject

Compiled by Chris Lose
The death toll from Sunday's bombing of the Marine command center In Beirut has climbed
to 191 killed In the bloodiest attack
on U.S. troops since the Vietnam
War. Early Sunday morning, a
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JSA Campaigns For Refusniks
By Amy Lancer
The Jewish Students Association
is continuing its campaign for the
release of Mikhail Prestin and his
family, Soviet refusenixs. In recent
weeks we have heard from several
United States Senators, representing Ohio, New Mexico, New Jersey,
Illinois, New York, Michigan. Minnesota, Maine, and Oregon. Their

responses have been encouraging.
All the Senators have been supportive of our campaign, with some
of them taking direct action. Senator
William S. Cohen has written to the
Consul Section of the American Embassy in Moscow, asking them to
pressure Soviet authorities for the
release of the Prestins and Senator
Dave Durenberger has written to
Anatoly Dobrynin, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of
the U.S.S.R.. also on behalf of the
Prestins.
Misha Prestin is a nineteen-year-ol- d
Soviet Jew who has been denied
permission to emigrate from the
Soviet Union. He and his parents.

Wooster
Hetrkk
Department of
Classical Studies, in association
By Tom

The College's

Centre for the
Creative Arts, has announced a
program of study and travel in
13, 1984.
Greece for June
This is an integrated program of
reading, class work, visits to sites
and museums, and independent
study that the College offers every
' other year. This" year, though, the
export no will be changed fron4ts
program to a
usual three-coure
format.
with the Athens

29-Aug-

ust

Continued from Page 1
"Come in and try it," says BergVladimir and Elena Prestin, have
been petitioning the authorities for man cordially. "I think we're on
exit visas since 1969. Vladimir has the right track."
Bergman has been in this busibeen fired from bis job and Misha
has been' expelled from college ness since 1942. He was a cook
because application for an exit visa apprentice for two and one half
is treated as a --crime against the years in Switserland and worked in
Swiss hotels for one and a half
state.
Soviet authorities are actively years.
harrassing the Jewish population of
Later he worked at the Waldorf-Astori- a
Hotel in New York. "Hilthe U.S.S.R. There are sixty
synagogues in the Soviet Union, only ton's nicest hotel." in Bergman's
three have rabbis. Small study words.
groups are banned. In 1979, Jewish
Bergman attended Cornell Uniemigration stood at 51,320, in 1982 versity School of Hotel Administraonly 2,688 Jews were allowed to tion. He managed a Hilton Hotel, a
leave the Soviet Union. By restric- Sheraton Hotel, and the Inn at
ting emigration, the Soviet Union is Honey Run where he became
invalidating an international agree- known to The College of Wooster.
ment to protect human rights which
Bergman said that he likes Woos-ter.commented that "The Woosit had affirmed by signing the
Helsinki Final Act
ter Inn has elate," and that he has
The Jewish Students Association tried to maintain continuity by
will be continuing its letter writing allowing old employees to remain

labelled with an "R" and "F" can
under which are the rewards of a
raisin and a fruit loop respectively.
But only one can has the proper
reward beneath it
Seven days a week at 6:30 A.M.
Janet is up cleaning the monkey
cage. At 9:00 A.M. she performs the
can test fifty consecutive times. The
order of "R" and "F" rewards has
been randomly mixed up so that no
bias can occur.
For the past several weeks Janet
has moved from the cans to a simple
metal tray on which there is a raisin
and fruit loop. She then flashes the
large letter (either R or F) at Cora
and the monkey picks the correct
food upon association with the letter.
The results have been fantastic
observing six laboratory-bre- d
monkeys. The monkeys are original- recently. Cora reached a high of 92
ly from the University of Chicago per cent correct per day. Dr.
and now they "happily reside at Thompson and Janet are pleased
with these results and are now in the
Wooster in Kauke basement
campaign throughout the year.
there.
The behavioral studiews Janet is process of moving on to new foods
Bergman believes that maintain- working on began with a clean slate named grapes ("G") and peanuts
If you would like to help or want
further information, please contact ing the same employees is benefi- because the monkeys are "ex- ("N").
As in any experiment this one has
Mark Herzberg at box 1839.
cial because they know the custom- perimentally naive." They have
ers. Striving for a reputation of never been used in an experiment restrictions in order that the ex- hospitality is another way that before this study.
Continued on Page 18
Bergman has preserved the WoosDr. Claudia Thompson. Janet's adter Inn tradition.
visor, witnesses everything through
y
a
mirror making: sure all is : For your convenience :.
done with accuracy.
For Janet, independent study
began this summer with much help
from Dr. Thompson. The daily task
involved getting to know, the
monkeys. Everyday at 10:00 AM.
Janet worked with the monkeys that i 346
jj
she and Dr. Thompson named:
Cora, Wendy, Hedda, Zach, Emmet
Book now for
and Grade. One has only to observe :
friendly
relationand
calm
Janet's
: Thanksgiving and
ship with the monkeys to realize
:.
.Christmas
these animals are taken care of
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Program

By Carol Pearson
Sometimes eating a meal at
Lowry with friends is like fighting
the battle of the majors! No matter
how much a history major complains about reading volumes, or an
English major agonizes .over ten
papers, it always seems that the
biology, chemistry, geology and
physics majors have four labs a
week and twice as much to do.
One senior psychology major,
Janet Schellhase, has equalled any
science major with a legitimate
scientific method, and with long patient lab hours for her independent
study.
Janet has worked extensively on
her LS. because she is earing for and

He

two-cours-

Thomas Falkner explained that this
change was made to give the students more time to get to know the
Greek people and experience Greek
social life. Falkner hopes that the
new format will give the students
more time to experience Athens on
their own.
One of the two courses win be a
survey of the major prehistoric
Classical and Byzantine sites in
Greece with emphasis on their
archaeological significances and
historical context; the other will
study the major forms of cultural
expression in Greece in the Classl-- .
dal and Byzantine periods.
For the first four weeks of the
program Wooster win affiliate with
the Athens Centre for the Creative
Arts and the program Classical and
Byzantine Greece OnSita Lectures
and class discussions wfll.be conducted by Professor Falkner and
faculty members of the Athens
Centre.
Classes will be held at the Athens
Centre, and students will be housed
in pensions and apartments in the'
Pangrati area. In addition to extensive touring of sites in Athens and
Attica, students will travel out of
Athens on three and four day trips
' to sites on the Greek mainland and

The Scientist"

v--

.

W

'

..

...

will also be provided as aspects of

modern Greek history and culture
and in the modern Greek language.
The faculty of the Athens Centre
for the Creative Arts is large and
varied, and nearly an the members
hold their doctorates and teaching
positions in Greece or the United
States.
The last two weeks of the program will involve Wooster students
alone led by Professor Falkner.
Approximately ten days wfll be
spent in touring sites in central and
northern Greece. The conclusion of
the program wfll be spent in tours
of additional sites in Attica and in
examination.

J

B

'.

yie?

raixner feels this years new format will strengthen the program
exinto an intensive
perience. Any student in good
standing at the College is eligible
for this experience, the only prerequisite being a genuine interest
and a good pair of walking shoes.
Deadline for application is February 1. The program wfll be limited
to approximately 20 students, and
early applicatin is ; advised. Requests for further information and
for application materials should be
directed to Professor Thomas M.
Falkner, Chairman, Department of
Classicial Studies, Kauke 209, extension 2320.
cross-cultur- al

Typewriter Service and Sales

Typewriter Repair And Maintenance
?i
Rentals Cleanings Supplies
Repir6r fefectric & Manual
Typewriters Most Brands

f

2522

Cleveland Road, Wooster
345 -7405

-

.

Janet's LS. is a language study requiring testing of only one monkey
named Cora. In the summer the
monkeys were fed various types of
foods so that Janet could discover
Cora's favorite foods.
Cora favored fruit loops and
raisins which are the two foods
adopted for the "two choice learning
discrimination task." Janet says
that the major behavioral study in a
"prerequisite to languatge studies in
that we are trying to associate letters with objects."
In the faJL Janet began her study.
Cora is given the choice of a eaa

-
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THE HERO HOUSE
Tqesday night is college night
with delivery by the EKO's.
Salads of Heroic Proportions

Orders will be accepted
from 0:30 pm - 11:00 pm
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CAMPUS BRIEFS

Orchestra Opens Season

NAACP

Fund Raiser

At 8:15 p.m., Sunday, October 30,
in . McGaw Chapel, the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra will open its
69th Season with an
program. Dale Moore, the new
Music Director of the Orchestra
will conduct There is no admission
charge for students or for faculty
and staff of the college.
The Wooster Symphony Orchestra, founded in 1915 by Daniel D.
orParmelee, is the second-oldechestra in continuous existence in
Ohio. It is composed of college
students, skilled players from the
Wooster area, and some highly
all-orchest-

The College of Wooster chapter of

a
the NJLA.C.P. is
raffle with Ichabod's this Friday,
October 28. Tickets will be issued
at the door on the payment of an
admission fee of 25.
The tickets will be numbered and
a raffle will be conducted every
now and then. Due to the generosity of various donors on campus
more than fifty prises have been
received. And this will mean that
prises might be called out every
three or five minutes throughout
the night Winners will have a two-hodeadline to come and claim
their prises.
Prises range anything from a
dinner-for-tw- o
at the Wooster Inn,
to hamburgers and milkshakes at
Horn's, and to
Going to Ichabod's this Friday
night will be more than rewarding.
The music will be handled by
reliable hands, too. The two 's
will be Paul Ramoya and Al Clark.
The N.AJLCP. is hoping to raise
enough funds to be able to sponsor
programs which are more appealing to a larger section of the
college community. In this way the
notion that the N.A.A.C.P. caters
only for Blacks might be finally
eradicated.
Last but not least, I would like to
invite everyone to all subsequent
activities c the; NdLA.C.P. Let us
all Join our hands together and help"
those ox us vno are entrappeq in
prejudice- - to
the vicious 'cycle-ofree themselves from their prejudice. SEE YOU ICHABOD'S. FRIco-sponsor- ing

st

JSA Hosts

ur

PROGRAM

PRELUDE TO "DIE MEISTES- INGER VON NURNBERG". Rich
ard Wagner,
SYMPHONY NO. 34. K. 338,
Wolfgang Amadeus Mosait, 1756- 1813-18-

1791

Allegro vivace
Andante di motto
Allegro vivace
INTERMISSION
Suite from "The Fire Bird" (Version of 1919), Igor Stravinsky,

5:30-7:30p.-

-

m.

;

-

e,

--

f

DAY NIGHT!

Thanx.
SolNgubane.

Contest

;

The JSA will begin the evening
with the lighting of the- - Sabbath
candles. Blessings will then be
recited over wine and challah
(festive bread). The meal will be
followed with the singing of Jewish,
folk songs which welcome the Sab'
"
bath.
attend
wishing
the
to
All those
"
Sabbath worship --service will proceed to 'Temple Knesseth Israel,
where'-RMbb- f
Ptfcef RolT wfllthant
.GellejPwill
the liturgy and Rabbi
present the sermon. - - f
This event is open to students for a
special price of $5 which includes the
complete traditional meal and evening of learning and fun. Interested
students should send $5 to Mark
by WednesHersberg,. Box
day, November 2.

"A

Date: 29 October 1983
Time: 12:00 (midnight)
Place: Ichabod's
Come Join the Costume Contest
and win the prise for one of the

following:

most daring
most creative
--most
traditional
-best group
v
best imitation of a Wooster character
--

pumpkin: sale took; place tuesday. where
The
Damnkms were sold to all who need them. If by chance you didn't get
to buy one. contact the SAB ei
plj
SAB-sponsor- ed

--

InLbf

Vfi"f.

--

;

wim

Di

,1
'-

;'J1

-

' Continued

C-18- 39,

chairperson-N.A.A.C.P- .)

v

71

Introduction
The Fire Bird and Her Dance
Variation of the Fire Bird
Round Dance of the Princesses
Infernal Dance of King Kastchei
Berceuse
Finale

By Mark Hertzberg
The Jewish Student's Association
(JSA) is planning a traditional Sabbath Dinner with
Rabbi Laura Geller, on
Friday, November 11. The Dinner
will be held at The Wooster Inn from

co-DJ-

83

1882-19-

Theologian-in-Residenc-

1

talented high school students.
This concert also marks the first
appearance of Dr. Wendy Kicn-ards, the new Concertmistress and
Associate Conductor of the group.

Sabbath Dinner

T-shi- rts.
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government, so the choice would be industrial and transportation tar- in
(Washington) William ' Clark Reagan's" covert1 'aid plans; The
gets would be a quicker method of
aaeasy one. .',
Reagan's National Securi - j House ection cameas Reagan was
formerly
reundermining
the
Sandinista
suggested
Furthermore, as
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more
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than
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For
October IT. 1983 Issue of the New
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November,

19824ssue. Newsweek quotes a U.S.
official as saying, "Our operations
along the Honduran border have
only played into the hands of the

Sandinistas."
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The October 2, 1983, issue of the
New York Times reports that aid is
being sent from a Salvadoran air
force base directly into Nicaragua.
The U.S. claims that 'their actions
are an effort to stop the military
leftists by.
aid sent to
the Nicaraguan government
The United States perceive this
aid as a threat to our security in
Central America because we are
backing the El Salvadoran govern-

ment

-
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to

support either the U.S. backed
Somocistas on the Honduran border
or the Sandinistas. There' is a great
hatred for the previous Somosa
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Convocation Examines Science Of The 17th Century
that they could discover its laws
By CHRIS LUSS
In a broad sweep of the history of through abstract thinking and
science and its influence on human mathematics.
However, theory dominated natu
thought. Professor Raymond Vogel
of the University of Illinois College ral sciences, forcing nature into its
of Veterinary Medicine, presented perfect patterns instead of using
a mixed media panaroma appeal strict observation. In astronomy,
tag to the eyes, ears, and mind at although Ptolemy thought that the
heavens revolved in perfect
Tuesday's Convocation.
Inspired by a symposium on the spheres, with a geocentric universe, he was able to make accur17th century conducted at the University of Illinois honoring the de- ate predictions.
Vogel stated that the Greeks left
parture of the school's choral director. Professor Vogel's photo essay, a double heritage of abstract
"The Great Century of Science," thought and Aristotle's natural scimake use of the music of the ence, and concerning the Renaisperiod, plus art and architecture to sance painting of the Academy in
Athens, Vogel declared that they
move beyond the simply scientific.
In this way he was able to "revolutionized thought itself" in
capture a sense of the atmosphere the idea of science.
In the Middle Ages, Science had
of the time, and to "convey the
point of view of society towards gone into the background as the
science" during the period. This handmaiden of faith.
In the Renaissance, a new emcentury was a "landmark in the
development of science, in which phasis on observation of the natural
fundamental laws were discovered world emerged. Copernicus revoluand expressed mathematically," tionized astronony with his model
of the
universe.
said Professor VogeL
Kepler epitomized the new generScience as we know it today had
its coming of age in the 17th ation of scientists "living in two
century, but Professor Vogel begins worlds of conflicting beliefs" with
with its infancy in Classical Greece his mystical search for cosmic
where a basic attitude of science harmony, although he discovered
was laid.The Greeks felt that the the mathematical laws of planetary
universe was ruled by reason, and motion.
sun-center- ed

The conflict between belief and
science came to a head with the
famous encounter of Galileo and
the Church.
Among the other great advancements of the 17th century were
Harvey's circulation theory. Hook's
use of the microscope, and Boyle's
work in chemistry.
The "single man of genius" who
gave an overall frame work for
scientific thought was Isaac Newton. With his laws of motion and
gravity. Newton ushered in modern
science. The concept of the mechanical universe, allowed science
to become "free of tradition and
authority."
Rene Descartes introduced a new
system of thought through observation and reason, rejecting all human knowledge as unsubstantiated
if left unproven, using doubt as the
start for the search for truth, and
introducing the scientific method.
Vogel called the 17th century "one
of the high points of Western Civilization."
In an epilogue concluding the
presentation, introducing modernist
images as a clear contrast to the
elegant art and architecture which
dominated the first part, Vogel
declared that "few truths remain
from each century."

Quoting Einstein, Professor Vogel said, "'it is a fallacy to believe
that we can rearrange nature," and
that we --suffer from "a perfection
of means and a confusion of goals"'
in our use of the science and
technology laid out during the 17th
century.
Finishing on this note of caution,
the presentation painted a broad, if
somewhat blurred, vision of the
progress of science in Western
culture.
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THIS WEEK IN
WOOSTER

IMAGES OF A CONCERT

Trent
Artebury
By Elisabeth Koreman
Of the Sounds and Silence concert
which occured October 13 in McGaw

with Livingston Taylor, Trent
Artebury and the Greg Greenway
band performing only images remain; images of the audience
whistling the refrain of if "I Only
Had a Brain," with Livingston
Taylor, agist as the mime, Trent
Artebury forced his way from the
womb, and swaying to the intensity
of the Greg Greenway Band.
To Artebury. who is used to both
huge concert crowds having done
warm ups for bands like the Kinks
and the small resorts scene McGaw
was a workable size. Large crowds
are unable to see the minute facial
expressions and muscle twitches,
often forcing Artebury to limit his
sketches to six minutes, fortunately
this was not the case in Wooster. .
The mime appeared several
times, both alone and with the other
performers. Opening the concert,
Artebury, the Desperado rode into
town, burst into a saloon, pulled
guns and finally a carbine shooting
everything to pieces: Then nestling
up to the bar he met a girl, was
beaten by the girl, seduced the girl,
and gloated. And then played poker,
cheated, thought he'd win, lost, gets
in a fight and left town, all without
words.

Artebury went on to give an impression of the universal experience
of birth and the most wonderful
piece was the insightful mime sat on
a stool im Diluting the American
watching T.V. He crooned, scolded,
gloated, and snarled with the imaginary box. The T.V. said drink,
and he drank, it said smoke and he
did, he also responded properly to its
emotional commands. The audience
was constantly aware of exactly
what type of program the mime was
watching, even though "T.V." was
the only word he used, he progressed
through the daily programming of
soaps, football which he expressed
with amazing hand movements, a
horror flick and the inevitable flag
waving sign-ofArtebury later played "Stump the
Mime" with the audience, on
becoming a tennis baU, dentures and doing a lude zipper
He went on to share the ex
perience of marijuana with the audience, first by himself, then with
the crowd. Progressing into another
state be imagined himself to be a
train and enlisted members of the
audience as cars, he finally switched
roles, became a police man, arrested and chastized his former
companions, returning them to their
seats among the wild cheers of the
enthralled audience.
f.

Artebury

character with intense facial expres-

ludeness and grace. Artebury'i
presence was the unifying element
which allowed the three divergent
artistic types to combine into the one
show at Wooster in recent memory
which deserved its ovation.

com-ma-

nd

im-mitati-

on.

brought mime to

Wooster. not the silly, stagnant kind
we've seen in the Fourth of July
parade since we were six, but
something alive, bounded by the in
tegrity of the human experience.
With Artebury we laughed at
ourselves and our world, its games.
its passifiers and diversions, at love
and fear, expressed with both

sions and exaggerated hand

Friday

mo-

tions. This somewhat bizarre

behavior only seems to come out.
however, when he is performing;
and performing is indeed Livingston
Taylor's forte.
When asked about the sometimes
monotonous grind of constant touring. Taylor summed it all up in a
story: A few years back I had a
bunch of men burying electrical
power lines in my backyard. One of
the workers, a surly and fairly bitter
fellow. - turns to me and says,
"You've got an easy job, don't you?"
Well. I looked that man in the eye
and said, "I have the easiest job in
the worldif you can do it." But
despite the traveling, the waiting,
and the boredom, Livingston appears to enjoy what he's doing.
"There is never a time when I don't
want to perform," says Taylor. "I
love it. I eould do tt an the time."

Taylor
Livingston
Discusses

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22
CONCEJtT: Kurosawa Koto Music Ensemble: On tour throughout
the midwest the group will play 13,

17 and 20 string kotos, the bamboo
flute (Shakuhachi), and the shaml-se-n
in a concert of traditional and

contemporary Japanese music.

Mackey HaU, Church House, 7:30
p.m. (Location change from the
Fall Calendar).

.

His Music
Interview With Livingston Taylor
by
Mae SquJer 4 J.D. Cox m
Try to imagine the following: You
are an aspiring musician with a
relative amount of talent and you
desperately yearn to break into the
music business. You're good
enough; that's not the real problem.
However, you have this brother who
has already made it in the music
business. In fact, this brother of
yours has become such an immense
success that he has overshadowed
and, thus, hampered your own efforts to be successful. Such, is the
dilemma of Livingston Taylor.
Perhaps being the kid brother to
James Taylor is not the worst pro
blem to befall this tan, blue-eye-d
crooner, but It is something that Livingston Taylor has had to live with
for most of his adult life. Says Iiv of
his brother, "In no way do I regret
being James Taylor's brother. I like
James very much but I am not
James...You can be associated with
far worse company than James
Taylor."
Livingston Taylor grew up in
North Carolina amidst the musical
influences of his parents and his
older brothers Alex and James. "I
was brought up in a very musical environment. There was always
something musical going on in our
house." Livingston reminisced
about his formative years when he
used to watch his older brothers
playing fraternity party gigs at the
University of North Carolina. "I used to have a hard time comprehending the fact that you could get up in
front of a group of people, play your
music for them, have fun doing it,
and actually get paid for it. The
thought was mind boggling."
Taylor himself first started

Sunday
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 39
CONCERT: The Wooster Symphony, Dale Moore, Conductor, McGaw Chapel, S: 15 p.m. .

Tuesday
Greenway
Crowd Pleaser

- TUTCDAY. NOVE1XSSR
- CONVOCATION:

!

By Heather Brownell

Steve Wlndahl

v

:

:

The Greg Greenway Band played
to an enthusiastic college crowd at
k
concert event,
the SAB's
October 13th. The Band capitalized
on its share of the' triple-ticklimelight, providing spirited.
rock music to compliment
the comic mime artistry of Trent
Arterberry and the "folk humor" of
Livingston Taylor's ditties.
Originally from New England,
Greg Greenway later moved to
Boston, where the Band is now based, he joined Trent and Livingston
this year and has recorded 2 cassette
albums. Many such tapes were purchased by Wooster students following the Thursday evening performance.
Greg Greenway writes all the
music for the Band. His lyrics are
personal and heart-fe-lt
The shocking disappearance of bis fiancee,
and the lack of freedom and justice
around the world are just two of the
many poignant Incidents which Inspired songs. Greg does however
have a sense of humor. He closed his
pre-brea-

-

-

et

all-Ameri-

can

Wednesday
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2 ,
FUJI: "Let Petitea . Fugues,"
, Mateer Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

--

.

.

tongue-in-chee-

per-formi- ng

at the

writing jingles to support his
musical habit Since then, he has
recorded six albums and done innumerable concert tours. At his concert in McGaw Chapel last Tuesday
night, Liv gave the audience a taste
of what he has learned and felt in his
years since Cambridge. In one of his
more playful moments. Liv sang a
song in which the main character of
the song fights his creator, the
songwriter, for control of the pen
and thus, control over the song's
meaning. The songwriter eventually
resolves the situation by having his
main character conveniently struck
down by a bolt of lightning.
-

Seagull." by
Annet-t- a

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3

SHOW:
LECTURESLIDE
"Creative Process in the . Visual
Arts," Deborah Remington. New
York painter and director of student interns in the GLCA New York
Arts Program, Deborah Remington, will show slides of her own
work and talk about the many
factors which contribute to the J
genesis, of a work of art Art
Museum Lecture Room, 4:00 p.m.
LECTURE: "Confronting the En
emies of Books," William Moffett
Director of the Library, Oberlin
College. Famous for having
bended a rare book, thief red handed. William Moffet is especially
interested in the technology and the
polities of saving books, not only
from thieves, but also from slowly.
moldering away on library shelves
or from decisions that they are
worth keeping. Lean Lecture .
Room, 7:30 p.m.
THEATER: "The Seagull."
Freedlander Theatre, 8:15 p.m.
--

-

-

--

m

ac-coust-

The

Thursday

k

satire of Massachusetts drivers,
which brought the crowd to its feet in
cathartic laughter.
Best of all was Greg's audience
rapport He seemed to enjoy making
friends as much as making music.
The audience, seeking to blow-of- f
the stress of the mid-terstudying
binge, was eager to "unwind" with
Greenway. Worries and frustrations
were quickly abandoned as Greg's
infectous "care-fre- e"
ambience took
effect Moreover, the Band seemed
to play their music at that elusive
volume level that successfully
reconciles MeGaw's infamous
with rock music's demand
for decibels.
"Time, makes the strangest
friends. Time, brings them back
again." We sure hope you do come
back: Greg Greenway and members
of the Band.

THEATER:

Anton Chekhov, Directed by

Jefferson, Freedlander Theatre,
. 8:15 p.m. Admission charge.
,.u
.

part of the concert with
"Massachusetts," a

in Cambridge,
age of 17,
Massachusetts,

On stage Taylor is a lean, spindly

.

1 r.

"Reflections at
2V Thomas Oaresoo, Department
of English win discuss 2t years at
the College of Wooster
what .
attracted him to the College in the
first place,' and why Wooster, The.
; Place Apart, is indeed in the main- - ;
stream.- - Professor Clareson, an ex- pert on science fiction and popular
fiction- long before they were respectable areas for- - scholarly re-- :
search. win also talk about why
science fiction is worthy of serious
study. Mateer Auditorium, 11:00

.
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Diary Of A Play: Part III
'
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rewarding than I would have originally thought. I made it through the
inevitable Jokes about my LS. For
' ,
example:
ME: rm doing my LS. on Che-

i
'

i

, . ,

r

'--

.-'

.

.

.

J

;

i -

,

kov.
Someone:

1

1

Isnt he

the guy

on

Star Trek? t (giggle, giggle) Ton
know, the one that always screams
when they get in trouble? (More

laughter.)

or:

.",

.

ME: My LS. is on The SeaguTL
Someone: Oh... I didn't know you
were a biology major! What do you
do. go to the beach and collect dead
ones? (No giggle here, this person
was serious.)
Still. I managed to keep my head
up and do the reserach which has
let me learn quite a bit
First, I researched the period of
the play, which is Russia, at the
i'
turn of the century. Next because
my character is an aging actress, I
examined some of the acting styles
of the period.
This turned out to be particularly
interesting because theatre was
moving from melodrama to realism and I must make my character
feel the "pinch" between the style
with which she is familiar and has
had success and the new style
which is totally foreign to her.
Alone with this. I've done some
research on Chekov's style as well
as a specific study of Arkadina and
her function in the play.
Doing the research has. been
4
great but applying it is sometimes
frustrating. The seagull is a nam
play to do. Chekov is not noted for
his. plots: rather, character ana
mood seem to be sustaining fac
A rehearsal scan from The Seafmn which wink
tors. His writing contains shreds of
'. 5 V and those moments are
melodrama
difficult to overcome without feel
of
ing as if you're doing a n
Dudley Doright and Dan Dastardly.
r Because it is difficult drama, any
role demands quite a bit of one's
, time. Everyone in the cast is com
mitted to spending about three
hours a night in rehearsal and time
outside doinjr research.
. But: the cast has become close,
perhaps
because of these very diffi
talent involved in performing;
By Susan Liggett
Acting can be very glamorous. there is a special something, stage culties, we are au menus ana nave
After aU, actors and actresses get presence they call it,. which truly spent a good deal of time working
to "strut" upon the stage in spe- great actors have. It is a unique with the director. Annetta Jeffercially designed costumes; their ev- quality which sets them apart from son, on scenes and discussing char'.
ery move is picked up by the the rest But isn't it like that in any acter.
..
vlt's nice to be able to share the
lighting effects, they are on display field?
.
for al to see.
The thing, then, that most helps experience with others who also
- What chemist or engineer has the
any actor get anywhere is doing the love the theatre; they are always
luxury of being greeted at the end research- - and character- - analysis willing to give support and offer
. of the day with a hearty round of
which is necessary in order to help suggestions. .
applause from people who have an actor better understand the play . Action cannot be done alone and I
paid to come watch him. work!? in general and hisher role in can't begin to relate how much I've
learned watching others in the
For reasons like this, the acting particular.
profesison - has somehow become
The College of' Wooster and the show and seeing how Professor
elevated above "ordinary" work.
Theatre department's production of Jefferson directs.
And I. must admit that when I The Seagull
Chekov has enabled .Every facet of The Seagull Is a
was growing up I to feel Into the me to get a taste of just what is creative process and for that reatrap of assuming that famous ac- involved in researching a role in an son, it has been exciting for me.
of lives on stage is
tors and actresses were special effort not only to learn, but also to The
people who merely had to step improve one's ability to make a thrilling.
produchope
my
Wooster
the
is
It
my
stage,
assume
to
lights
on
in order
under the
character come alive
wiH reach people in
a thoroughly different character. : interpretation of the role of Arkadi-n- a tion of Seagull
g
and entertaining
UNo work is involved." I thought,
in The Seagull will be a part of
ways.
experience
has been,
::
The
of
some
sort
my Senior LS.
"all of this acting is
unique talent that Just oozes from a
Anyone who has done or is doing and continues to be, one of growth
Brando or an Olivier or a Hoffman LS. realize that those two tiny for me. The glamour is there but it
a part of it as to seem
or a Hepburn or a Streep."
letters really mean incessant re- is so small
... ..
... But the moment I became persearch at the library, some sleep- almost negligible.
The sustaining thing about acting
sonally invovled with theatre, I less nights, and general aging beis the excitement of learning and
realized that the "Ooze Theory" of fore one's time!
My experience has been all that creating which goes on behind, the
acting had little validity.
Don't get me wrong, there is so far. but it has also been more scenes.
-
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The Art Of Acting

SAB

Director
Discusses
Play

,

Trips

The Student Activities Board and
- v
By Elisabeth Koremaa
Dean's Office are offering the
the
Chekhov's The Sea Gall is the following
trips for the next several
a
diverse
rnnst recent in kmc and
weekends:
series of plays directed at the
Saturday. November 5th A trip to
College of wooster oy tne xneaier downtown Columbus with a stop at
denartment cnair Anetta Jenerson. the French Market There will also
The difficulty of The Sea Gull be the OAC women's soccer chaminfluenced Jefferson's choice of the pionships at Ohio State this day. At
play for the student performers.
this time, we do not know which four
The play Is light: on plot Its teams win be playing, but can let
major emphasis falling on charac
know, before the 5th. Leave
ter, thus challenging tne . actors yon
Lowry
1:30 a.m return by p.m.
skills. The play is composea or. a
Saturday,
November 12th Palace
aorioa of short1 aeemlncrv uncon Theatre to Cleveland
to see "Pump
develop
nected vingnettes which
d,
This is a
Boys
Dinettes."
and
rintn a Bortrait of Russian society.
which
revue
Placed in the late lsxrsv sea. ami
place in a gas station and diner
is set on the summer estate of takes
57 about some pump
Highway
on
Sorin where the Russian tutelligen- boys and dinettes who pour out taeir
cia gathers. The major events ox hearts and yearn for the simple
h ttiav nerur off slase. emohasins! things in life. This" revue runs a
:

tih-spirite-

-

foot-stompi-

ng

the playwright's concern with the gamut of musical styles tncrag
effect of events on tne cnaraciers. , blueerass. soft rock. Jazz, gospel.
Jefferson claimed that college
blues and boogie .wocle.
indents would enlov and emnath- - ballads,
to
see this play cost 112.
Tickets
ize with the youthful ideals and Seating Is cabaret style. S&i c? as
dreams of tne cnaraciers. as weu soon as possible to see this enjoyatle
aa the boneless love triangles.
Know. Leave Lowry 5:30 P.m., return
When asked why Chekhov , re to Wooster around 11:09 pjn.
comeoy.
ferred to the play as a
The SAB office is open daily", 13:
Jefferson responded that despite
p.nn Please sign up for all trips
the hnmonm Incidents the label you are Interested in Joiiirj Curing
In
stems from the notion that "man
those hours.
his endeavours to find meaning m
life is rattier ridiculous and at the
same time is capable of -moments
,;
of nobility."- ' The play is a comment on uwk-hov- 's
view of theater as stagnant
:
thus the title, as the sea gnu was
of the Moscow theater.
- It is also fitting-- that Jefferson
n
th method stvle of acting 0 Greeibriar Theatre
1Z
direct this play as it was developed "Deathtrap" runs Oct
by StanisJoffskt who successzuuy For further information call til
produced the play. Method acting is
farm of nreaentatlonal actine in Fine Arts Assodatlaa
t:
which the actor first draws from hWestside Story", opens Oct
personal experience to nil in the (Special gala on opesisg rJ-- -t Tc
gaps left by the playwright and tfurther information call sa-7,
IZVENTS
develop the character. .
As rehearsals draw ; to a close Front Row
with opening night approaching the Stevie Wonder on stage Oct
call 4A2
cats and crew of The Se GtUl are For further information
- - preparing for complete run 5000.
throughs of the play as well as Zlstorieal Society Antique bow
The eighth annual Western Reserve
dress and tech rehearsals. . 4.
. The Sea Cull opens on November Antique Show Is being held la the
.Aviation- XluseumJ
2. Tickets are available in the box Krawford-Autp.m. on Oct 27. For
office in Freedlander Theater Mon- pours are
and further information call tzktzz.
day through Friday, 12:00-2:0- 0
and Saturday 10:00-1:0.
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The Octoberfest and wedding procession took place in Babcock
Hall last weekend, where dancing and refreshments were enjoyed ty
alL Photograph by David Simboli.
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Fantasy
Puppet Drama

JVew

Just in time for the Halloween
season, the Wooster campus is
being invaded by wizards, sorceresses, gypsies, trolls, rofsbtms, and
a host of fantastical creatures.
Worry not, however, for these
fantastical beings are part of an
original fantasy puppet production.
The Seed Shall Claim The Dawn.
for the
which is being
next two weekends by The Student
Activities Board and The Alumni

Time Out
Of Mind

she finds herself swirling through
an adventure, charged with planting the last seed of hope on the
Rooted Mountain.

Throughout her travels, Kerid-wy-n
is led by the gypsy Bobileth
who seeks to keep the seed from
Keridwyn's demented uncle, the
wizard Dervo. Along the way, the
pair is also forced to outwit an
assortment of monsters and demons in order to protect the last
seed of hope.
House.
The show grew out of a desire to
The uniqueness of this production
extends past its medium. The show retain some of the lost heritage of
was conceived and created by 1983 the puppet theatre. In other culgraduates of the college who will tures, puppets have played a vital
tour the eastern United States with role in the social, religious, and
political life of the people. ;
their presentation.
Anthropologists speculate that
The Seed Shall Claim The Dawn
is an extension of a project begun the most early tribal ceremonies
two years ago, in which 25 students centered around shamans, mediunder the direction of Lee Reynolds cine men, who danced around with
adapted the story of The Hobbit the skull of an amimal on top of
into a three hour fantasy drama, their heads.
In India, villagers would spend
complete with dragons, trolls, goball night behind a shadow screen,
lins, and a myriad of other
co-sponso- red

-

pre-scho-ol

D-cho-

ADRIAN BELEW

"Twang Bar King"

By DREW VANDERCREEX
On "Twang Bar King" Adrian
Belew shifts between styles and
sounds, but maintains a constant
eclectric attitude toward the songs.
By Top 40 standards, this is a very

bizarre album; however, Belew's
brand of busy percussion, dissonant
sounds and creative lyrics form a
sound unlike anything in popular
music. ;
The: only unifying theme of
"Twang Bar King" is its diversity.
Songs employ unconventional
rhythms and lyric approaches in
such a consistent manner that Belew is steadfast in bis uniqueness.
The most "mainstream-sounding- "
songs on the record are on side one.
Belew embellishes traditional rock
and funk structures, resulting in a
pleasant, frequently sterile sound.
On side two Belew resorts to more
unorthodox techniques. Abandoning
the traditional structure, he lets the
rhythms and "noises" take over.
The side opens with a jazzy instrumental, followed by a whining,
dissonant "She Is Not Dead."
which sounds more like a tribal
folk chant than any kind of popular
song. "The Ideal Woman" replays
"

At
I

1

Mr'

:

The new fantasy puppet drama. Photograph from news services.
Along the way, the group sponsored a course in the theatre,
presented a convocation lecture,
and were featured on the Cleveland

edition of PM Magazine.
As Lee Reynolds, director of both
shows, explains, "Ultimately, I

guess it was natural that our puppet troupe. The HomeStrung Puppeteers, decided to create another
fantasy drama for our tour.
"The medium of the puppet is
uniquely suited for such an endeavor. For example, suppose we all
tried to wear masks, and pretended
that we were trolls and evil spirits.
"Everyone would realize that the
human characters could never be
the monsters which they were attempting to portray. But with a
puppet, no one would argue that a
gypsy woman was or ever would be
anything other than a gypsy.
"Though the point is subtle, it
forms the basis for the success of
modern fantasy presentations. If in
Star Wars, George Lucas had used
a midget to portray Yoda, be would
surely have lost some of the credibility and charm of the character."
The Seed Shall Claim The Dawn
is definitely replete with character.
The story concerns the quest of a
young song sorceress, Keridwyn,
is destroyed by
whose tavern-hom-e
two gruesome assassins. Suddenly

enacting famous Hindu religious
epics for the community.
More recently, in the nineteenth
century in France, the "guignol"
puppet became the spokesman and
oral newspaper for the unemployed
workers in Lyon. Eventually, Napoleon III passed a law forbidding
any political sentiment from these
12 inch-ta- ll
hand puppets.
The HomeStrung Puppeteers try
to recapture some of the variety
and flavor of the puppet theatre
associated with other eras and
other cultures. Sue Mills, artistic
designer, explains, "Our new show
d
array
is comprised of a
ll
of 25 puppets, including
e
rod pupmarionettes,
pets, stylized black theatre puppets, stained glass and opaque
ll
shadow puppets, and an
trolL The majority of the puppets were created especially for
our new show and were not seen in
The Hobbit"
v
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Performances arc scheduled in
Scot Auditorium, Taylor Hall, for
Oct 28 at 7:30 p.m.; Oct 29 at 2:30
and 7:30 p.m.; Oct 30 at 2:30 p.m.;
Nor. 5 at 2:30 p.m. and Nov. 9 at
2:30 p.m. Tickets are $2.30 and are
available at Lowry Center or at the
door.
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Mahavishnu Orchestra ' and. who
gave birth to
almost
the style of music which we have all '
come to know as jazz-roc- k
fusion.;
Unfortunately for Mclaughlin,
however, his guitar playing peers
(namely: Morse, Dimeola and:
DeLucia) have surpassed his
abilities. ;
single-handed-
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Finally, there was John
the crusty old
warhorse who started the
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taped descriptions of the citizens of
Cincinnati. Ohio's "ideal women"
over a rhythm track between sung
verses. "Ballet for a Blue Whale"
is a moody instrumental on guitar
and synthesizers, capping the album on a fittingly nebulous note. "Twang Bar King" sounds, in
spots, like a progressive jazz-fun- k
hybrid, in other spots like a National Geographic Special or rockabilly
through a synthesizer. Belew never
develops any of the styles he introon
duces;- rather, he seems-intesampling each and then moving
along. There are the beginnings of
an entire album in each song.
Indeed, dozens of artists have
made less musical progress in entire careers than Belew makes in
this album.
In the end Adrian Belew is an
artist and not a rock'n'roller; his
talent obviously moves toward exploring new sounds for intellectual
stimulation and the pleasure of
artistic creation. This album is not
really an album in the traditional
sense of the word; rather, it is a set
of audible sketches on a vinyl note
pad, to be appreciated or ignored,
uncomprehending.
Ths album is available at Round

.

.

ByMacSquier
Last Tuesday night was a lot of
things; it was fun, it was a learning
experience and it was awfully darned depressing. You see, last Tuesday
night, I and a few fortunate others
had the opportunity to witness four
of the most amazing guitarists ever
to assemble themselves in front of
.
an audience.
' Last Tuesday night
I walked away
from the Al Dimeola, John
McLaughlin, Paco DeLucia and
Steve Morse concert with a
desperate need for a drool bucket or
at least something comparable; As a
guitarist myself. I felt somewhat
like a
nimrod learning his
first
in the midst of these
virtuosos. Needless to say, the concert, at Cleveland's Front Row
Theatre, was a delightful lesson in
fretboard magic.
Starting off the festivities was
Dreg's guitarist Steve Morse, play
ing a number of his own unrecorded
classical compositions. Perhaps one
of the most
guitarists
in the world, Morse, along with the
other members of the Dregs, was a .
of the prestigious
University of Miami School of
Music, where he and his cohorts in
musical crime rebelled against the
prescribed ways of musical instruc-- .
tioiu .
Surpassing his teachers and eventually ''teaching himself" to play the
classical guitar. Morse's prodigious,
if somewhat different, playing style
soon blossomed into widespread
critical acclaim. He received honors
such as Guitar Player Magazine's
"Best New Talent" and "Best
Overall Guitarist" : of the year
.
awards.
Following Morse was the vibrant
trio of John McLaughlin, - Paco .
DeLucia, and Al Dimeola. Playing
mostly Flamenco and classically
oriented pieces, the three traded off
playing solos with DeLucia stealing
the show with his controlled speed
and precision playing. Coming in a
close second was Al Dimeola, whose
own guitar playing abilities were only outdone by his apparent
cockiness. Playing with incredible
speed but no real feeling, Dimeola
spent a lot of time gauging audience
reaction instead of playing what people had come to hear.
.

-

So why in God's name would someone be depressed after witnessing such an awesome display of
musical prowess? Well how would
you feel if you had practiced the
guitar for two hours each day for
nine years and still not been within
light years of guys like Morse,
Dimeola. DeLucia and McLaughlin?
It's concerts like this one that make
a guy want to put down the old guitar
for good and take up something
g
more remedial, like
or milking wombats.
basket-weavin-

.
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Spoil Raiders Homecoming,
Scots
VOICE
THE WOOSTER
Will "Dark Horse9' Scots Capture OAC Crown?

Sports

ByPeteBotbV
Last Saturday, October 22, having
drubbed the Heidelberg Student
Princes 34-- 0 the previous Saturday,
the Scots made an excursion to

Trailblazers Perform
Well At Ashland
By Tom Ward
After proving three weeks ago at
the Wooster Invitational that they
were a running power to be reck-one- d
with, the Women's Cross
Country team took its act to Ashland last Thursday.
In Ashland College the women
faced one of the top three division
n schools in the country. M alone
College a strong NAIA Division H
team rounded out the field of three.
Coach Craig Penney explained
that the philosophy behind this two
mile run was "no real emphasis on
scoring, but the team wanted to be
competitive." There was no official
team scoring between tne tnree
schools. Penney wanted the team to
"have some fun, and see if we
could improve our two mile time,
but still run hard."
With the Division m championships ahead and Regional Qualifiers to follow, the Ashland meet
gave the women the chance to run
competitively in a relaxed situation. The Trailblazers recorded
many fine times.
Woosters top seven runners were
within 34 seconds of each other,
which Penney noted as being a

(5-2- ).

(1-2-

0.

"vcrv msitive sten." Leading the
team across the tape was Amy
Smith at 12:16. Liz Moran and
Becky Pickett, who have run Nike
to Nike all year, came m at iz:i
ana 1Z:Z1 respectively, meres iw
Guzman, 12:28, Bev Roberts, 12:47,
Jean Danowski, 12:49. and Amy
Cilimburg. 12:50 came across the
finish in a pack. Freshman Shelley
Sybrandt, 13:21, also ran a fine
race. At Ashland, every Trailblazer
improved on her two mile split
time.
Tomorrow the gun will start the
Centennial Athletic Conference
meet (Division III State Championship). The Scottie Trailblazers have
been looking toward this meet all
season. Nine Division m teams will
he comnetinff in the contest. Woos
ter has defeated many of these
hnnl in - nrerkMia meets. Last
year the Trailblazers finished sec- in uus cnam
ond to
nlnnshfo meet.
In reference to the meet, Penney
states. "I'm very confident we can
win the conference." Penney adds
that tA r suture the meet the women
must run in a pack up front, and
gain eight ox tne top u places.
ObJo-wesiey-

).
Mount Union College.
Mount Union and Wooster hold the
third longest football rivalry In Ohio
Collegiate football. Wooster ruined
Mount Union's homecoming, running through the Purple Raiders, 28-The came conditions were not ai

an

VoueyaUSqju
Mount, Defeats Ashland

an favorable for both teams, with f
steady rain and ' cold wind. The
weather worked to Wooster's advantage because it helped to

dismantle the potent Mount union
pressing attack to a certain degree.
Wooster contained the highly
reputable Mount . Union quarterback, Tony Colao, a senior transfer
from Navy who holds numerous
Mount passing records, to in yarns
in 38 attempts.
Wooster's coach Kapp creauea
the detainment of Mount's passing
game to his defensive line: "We had
great intensity; we had a great pass
rush, especially late in the game.
and Mount didn't complete any long
passes; also, we kept their running
came ineffective."
On this dark and dreary day it
looked as if the weather would not be
the Scot's only problem as Mount
Union sot on the scoreboard am.
run with
They scored on a
10:20 left in the first quarter, but
missed the extra point. Mount Union
led
Then the Scots got a break,
one of several which were to follow,
and capitalised on it in the first
Quarter. Wooster sacked the fine
and in
Mount Union signal-callethe process, he coughed up the ban.
Wooster recovered on the Mount 37yard line. On the ensuing play, the
elusive Dave Jones swept the left
side for 34 yards, setting up a
touchdown plunge by fullback Rick
Stern. With Gigi Latiffs extra-poin- t,
Wooster held a slim 6 lead, which
stood at half.
Mount totaled 124 yards in the air
in the first half, while Wooster's
pa ssing game was nonexistent - no
yardage. However, the Scots compensated for- - their lack of passing
with a substantial 109 yards rushing,
while Mount Union rushed for 36
yards.
In the second half, Mount Union
struck back on a field goal with 3:59
left in the third quarter to hold a 7
lead.
Just as soon as the tide changed to
Mount, it switched quickly back to
the Scots. The tenacious Scots surgtouchdown
ed back on a
burst by Jones down the right
sidelines with 14:52 remaining in the
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Even the Ashland match was in
By Carolyn If atthews
After six losses in a row the next consistent. The Scotties won the first
in
m
hut miieklv fell
win must feel great. That's how the
women's volleyball team must have the second. In the third game they
felt after defeating Ashland College held a substantial ieaa out Asuiana
tied it at 11. Wooster then went on to
on Saturday.
.
Wooster played both Ashland and mrin 1 1 2
The Scotties may have won, but
Mount Saint Joseph's . Saturday.
playing up to parBoth are Division II schools. Before Ashland wasn't
a
a
who
defeating Ashland, the Scotties fell either, xney naa some trouoie
their front line and earlier Saturday
to a tough Mount St. Joe's
Coach Stockham felt that if the they lost two tough games to Mount
ana u-imatch had gone to three games,. St. Joe's.
Serving is still a big problem as
Wooster might have had a better
Ashland,
chance of winning because the team they missed 9 against
however Melissa Whitney, served
was Just starting to play together.
Wooster has been inconsistent this very wen. She went 13 for 14 against
season, winning their first five mat- Mt St Joe's and 7 for 7 against
ches including the GLCA Champion- Ashland. Two others who14 served
of 15
ship, then losing a few. but still winn- well were Karen Light,
contest With Latiffs extra-poin- t,
Jackie
and
Mt.
Joe's
St.
against
however,
losses,
six
more.
The
ing
against
7
7
the Scots led 14-- and never looked
for
went
Murphy,
who
puts their record at
back:
v.:;..- Ashland.
A little later, the Scots were again
blessed with good fortune. A Mount
kick returner fumbled a Doug
Grosel punt, and Wooster recovered
:
I
I
it on the Mount Union 28 yard line.
Two niays later. Wooster capitalized
on the Mount Union turnover with
quarterback Lucchese dashing 26
yards for a touchdown. With Latiffs
Now
extra-poin- t.
lengthened
, Wooster
their lead to 21-University Test Preparation
Axain in the' fourth quarter,
Service, Inc.
Wooster cot another , break, when
30700 Telegraph, Suite 2501
they sacked Colao, forcing him to
v
v
- Birmingham, Michigan 48010
fumble, wooster recoverea ana
displayed their killer instinct by
In ClevelandAkron call:
'
,
capitalizing on the turnover 8 plays
3
(216)361-654,3
later. Lucchese darted into the end- 1977
Preparation
Since
The Finest in Test'
d
out with 3:00 re
zone from
maining in the same. Laurrs extra
point sailed through the uprights.
15-1- 1.
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" Freshman receiver John Papp turns upfield after making a
reception against Heidelberg. Wooster blanked the Student Princes
344. Photograph by Mike VelofL
adding the final point to a morale-buildin-g
28-- 9 Wooster victory.
"Our defense played strongly in
the fourth quarter; we were fired up
and rose to the challenge," said an
exuberant Kapp, whose Scots improve to 4 ).
The Wooster defense held the
Mount passing attack to 75 yards
passing and 37 yards rushing in the
second half. Wooster, on the other
hand, rushed for 96 yards of their 205
yards in the second half. Dave Jones
133
netted a laudable game-hig-h'
yards. Wooster totaled 18 yards
passing in the second half
Reflecting on the thrilling victory,
Kapp said, "Our ability to maintain
our poise was the key to the game:
also our ability to score - we played
like champions. We had confidence
before the game."
With their stunning upset over
Mount, the Scots are in contention
for the OAC Division Red Division
crown with a 1 conference record.
Wooster. along with their next opponent, Muskingum, and Mount, are
tied for second place. Baldwin-Wallaleads the division with a 0
conference record.
Muskingum boasts a
record, quite an improvement from
mark. They,
last years 7 (0-along with the Scots, possess a lot of
3--

(2-1-

2--

ce

3--

4-3,(-2-1)

2--

5)

confidence. The Muscles manhandled Heidelberg last Saturday. 24-"Muskingum is a much improved
team from last year; they're scoring
points and have a good defense,"
commented Kapp.
The red hot Scots wffl be lookhig to
spoil a second homecoming. A win
over Muskingum tomorrow will do
0.

just that.

Women's
Soccer
ByAmy B. Wdsberger

The record for the Women's Soc-eer Club is now
Zavier University had to forfeit to Wooster
because the team failed to show up
twice for their game with the Scot-tie- s.
2-3-

-1.

The game was

oriinay

--

scheduled for October 1' and then
rescheduled for October 22. The
game against Oberlin University, on
Wednesday. October 17, ended tn a
tie. Because of league rules, there
was no overtime at the Oberun
game. The rule says that if a game
ends ma tie, it remains a tie.
:

In soccer, the goalie is in the best

position on the field to Judge what is
happening. Carlyn Kuder, goalie for
the Scotties. feels that at the Oberlla

game. "Wooster dominated the first
half but was equal with Oberlin for
the second half;" it was basieally a
"defensive game."
If the Scotties win their last two
games, they will go to the championships at Ohio State, on November 5.
If they win only one of these games,
they will be tied with Oberlin for the
last spot in the championships. In
that case, they will dp a coin to
decide who gets to go to the championships. There are no sources who
can explain the reasoning behind
this rule.- Ohio Wesleyan wiH play Wooster
on Wednesday, October 28, and the
last season game wiU be at Wilm
ington, on October 29.
-

1
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Woo Second In

Scotties Hockey
Record Now
9-2-

Rugby Tourney

-2

Judy Skwiertx
After losing to Denlson by a score
of
the Women's Field Hockey
team came back to defeat Ashland
on Wednesday by a score of 0 and
Kenyon on Saturday by a score of 1
to up the season record to
On Saturday a fine game was
played by the Scotties with the offense totally dominating the game.
Over twenty-fir-e
shots were taken
by the Wooster offense. Aggie Belt,
Carol Martin and Julie Schubert led
the list with five shots each during
the game, with shots by Carol and
Julie getting by the Kenyon goalie
for a goal.
The defense also played well with
the ball only going down to the
Wooster goal five times with one getting by to put Kenyon on the board.
The fine support of Ellen Wright,
Lisa Blaekadar, M.C. Avinger and
Kathy Jims kept the ball on the
Wooster side of the field for most of
the game, which helped the offense
shoot on goal so many timet. With
this win the Scotties have been ranked second in the conference and may
have a chance of going to nationals.
2-- 3,
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L
Julie Schubert fires the ball past two Kenyon defenders. The Scotties edged Kenyon
Saturday. Photograph by Cheryl Lower.
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BY JOHN PETRI!
This past weekend the College of
Wooster Rugby Club participated in
a tournament on Cleveland's east
side sponsored by the Cleveland
Rugby Club. Other teams compet-

ing included Kent State, John Carroll, and Hiram.
In the Wooster squad's first game
they suffered a heartbreaking defeat to eventual champion Kent
State. Going into the final seconds
of the contest, Wooster clung to a
slim lead which was erased by a
Kent penalty kick as time expired.
The last minute kick gave Kent the
victory by a margin of six to four.
However, the loss was by no means
a disgrace for the Wooster side.
They played tough and aggressive
rugby but were plagued by a variety of mistakes.
In Wooster's second game
against Hiram the weaker Hiram
club was manhandled and defeated
by a score of 28 to sero. This win
gave Wooster a second place finish
out of the field of four teams. In
both games Wooster displayed good
Continued on Page 14

'.

"

Soccer Team Regroups, Wins Two of Three
movement team, reduced Wooster's
effectiveness. The Scots still squeak
ed through the contest with a 0 vic
tory behind the foot of Doug Hart.
Hart took a pass from
ture victories fe twtrof dree-recen- t
in the ffame.
contests. The Scots downeff Mkloie fe,n4ftbsftea1 a Khbf fa thMeft
and Kenyon,
and 0 respectively, side of the goaL1 This proved the
but were defeated by the Battling margin of victory for the Sects.
Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan.
"We didn't do as well controlling
Against M alone, the new defensive the ball as we did against M alone,"
strategy employed by Coach Bob commented Coach Nye. "Nor did we
Nye proved very effective. The Scots display the intensity I anticipated."
set up in a zone pressing
with a Kenyon doubled Wooster's shots, 1
counter attacking offense. This inas the Scots had only two in the
creased the pressure on Malone's first half, one of which was the
deep backs and nullified their
game's lone goaL
For Wooster, the press inLast- - Friday the Scots visited
creased the intensity level and pro- Delaware to face 8th ranked Ohio
duced good opportunities to score Wesleyan. .Wooster, despite key ingoals.--.:- .
juries to John Ciemins and Chris
Scot scoring was accounted for by Beachy played what Nye called "the
freshman- - Peter ,Strohl and best total game of the year against a
sdphompxe,,phris, Beachy.. Midway quality opponents" The Scots just
through the ' second " half, " Strobl couldn't get the ban in the goal as
booted a volley shot from about eighthey squandered four good scoring
teen yards out which momentarily opportunities, including an apparent
tied up Malone's sweeper. The ball game tying goal late in the first half
grazed Mi head, changed direetons that was saved-a- t Wesleyan goal
and scooted past the M alone goalie. Hnev -uoui' :
Beachy secured the. Scot victory
with Just under four minutes to play
Coach Nye praised the iteam's
when he broke down toe left sideline defensive effort athe.'beftin three
and put an assist from John Ciemins years, they
and
in the lower right corner of the goaL ready to play.V,0tanding perThe Scots traveled to Kenyon hop- formances by sophomore Solomon
ing to dispose of the Lords in much Ngubane and freshman John Porter
the - same - fashion - that buried were also recognized by Nye.
Malonef "But Kenyon, a better ball "Solomon played his best game
BY JOHN STAPLETON
The Fighting Scot Soccer team
survived a trying period of
reorganization on October 14 to cap
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Nutrition Center
J

216-263-00- 35

Opens:

'6 South Market St.
Wooster Ohio 44691

:

since he's been at Wooster and
Porter played as well as anyone on
the field. ...j, . ..,...
: In three games played before the
reprganizational cuts, . the Scots
dropped ot en coPlts.ad. tied tme
withi3AOeompetitcrs. '
Playing host . to the Marietta
Pioneers, Wooster battled back from
a 0 halftime deficit behind goals by
Doug Hart and Dave Jord anger to
even the tally at 2 at the end of
regulation. Hart added a second goal
early in the overtime period which
was equalled by the Pioneers with
seven minutes remaining.- - The
teams remained deadlocked at 3
when time expired.
The Scots were dealt their, first
loss ever to Mount Union College on
October 8 by a score of
Dave Jor?
danger scored Wooster's only goal
on a headball assisted by Doug Hart.
Mount Union scored the winning
goal off a restart play with 13
seconds left in the overtime period.
Commenting , on the October 12
Oberlin game Nye stated, "We were
not competitive against a weak
team." The final 0 score against
the Scots was the crowning incident
which led to Nye's decision involving
the dismissal of fourteen players. The Seots' final two games. of the
season are both at home. Saturday,
the Scots square off against the
Heidelberg Student Princes and then
end 'their 1983 season Wednesday
against Baldwin-Wallac-
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Fire On The Field
Nye Cuts Fourteen Soccer Players
Freshmen
Reply

and do not build team unity for
those who remain. The survivors
and the eut players have been
forced into an uncomfortable "us
and them situation.
The returning players who have
been cut have been denied a fourth
letter after two or three years of
work; to not allow them to complete their careers is to attack their
pride.
Wooster is a Division HI athletic
program and athletes receive only
the enjoyment of the sport- from
their participation and sacrifice.
situaThis was not a
'
"

When we entered the soccer
gram at the College of Wooster, we
believed the emphasis would be on
participation and enjoyment over
winning. and prestige. Each of us
wanted to do as well as possible,
but realistically ' we looked to improve our skill and work for future
seasons.
It was our understanding that
Coach Nye also saw a future in his
younger players. Coach Nye's
cut shocked us in light of
;
our contributions to the team and tion. "'
rendered our work meaningless.
We feel that Coach Nye has
Coach Nye never developed a overreacted to a disappointing sea
strong Junior varsity program to son for which we are not' solely
give young players experience- - His responsible and has taken a rash
cut, in the name of quality practice action which has had repercussions
sessions and future seasons could beyond what he intended. Players
have been avoided through the feel their participation has been in
establishment of a strong junior vain and that they have not been
varsity program. The varsity could given a chance to prove them''
have practiced as a group while selves.
young players were developed and
Coach Nye has shifted the emadded as they were ready.
phasis of soccer at Wooster to
players, we feel we winning; and, in doing so. he has
As first-yea- r
have not been given a chance to nullified the efforts of young playcontribute and prove our worth or ers and attacked the dignity of
establish our role on the team.
lettermen, tarnishing the spirit of
We attended practice sessions, athletic participation here at Woosstarting one week before classes ter.
began,, under the impression we
Drew VandeCreek
would remain on the squad as long
A. Mark Taylor
as we continued to work. Coach
Mark Lewis
Nye abruptly dropped us from the
Alexander A. Pands
team and we are left with nothing
Carl Herbert
Bin Gardener
to show for the contributions we
John Orsborne
.
.r-made.
!?:
Coach Nye's fttioiu show n
regard for the feelings of players
pro-

-

raid-seas-

on

high-pressu-

re

.

--

-

.

:3;

Harriers Stumble Rebut
As returning lettermen.
-

-

--

nounced cut showed no concern for
the feelings of players who have
sacrificed and worked hard for
him. We have been denied the
chance to finish our careers with
dignity and this season's work and
sacrifice have been in vain.
: We feel Coach Nye showed no
concern or respect for his letter-me-n
in using us as a tool to
upgrade
of his soccer
program. The cut allegedly was
made to prepare for the teams
coming up in this year's schedule
and for future seasons, through
improving the quality of practice
sessions and developing the most
promising players.
We feel, as upperclassmen, that
we should not be denied the chance
to participate in the remainder of
the season simply because we do
not fit into next year's plans.
If Wooster were a Division I
athletic program and we were supported by athletic scholarships, our
positions on the team, as well as
Coach Nye's, would certainly come
into question after a losing season.
However, Wooster is a school
where participation is valued over
the-prestig- e

winning.
Coach Nye has shifted the

em-

phasis away from participation and
toward winning, creating an atmosphere of "do or die." contradicting
the goals of athletics at Wooster.
If Coach Nye is to start pointing
fingers in explanation of the disappointing season, one must surely be
pointed at him. Certainly the players- ai not s solely responsible for
the season's discouraging outcome
and the program's lowered status;
Coach Nye should shoulder some of
the blame as welL
In the major athletic programs
Coach Nye seems so eager to
emulate, it is the coaches, not the
players, who are cut from the
program.
Jeffrey S, Berlchon

we were
stunned and hurt by Coach Nye's
move to cut us from the College of
Wooster soccer team.-- .We have
By David Boop
each put in at least two years of
Last weekend the College of work;- two of ms were playing for
Wooster lien's Cross Country team our fourth letter.
traveled to Wettenrille, Ohio, and
We feel that Coach Nye's unan
Otterbein College. The Scots were
soundly defeated by the host Otters
and also Marietta and Wittenberg.
Wooster finished a distant fourth
.rxM
with 96 points while Otterbein, Wittenberg, and Ifarietta finished with
25, 52, and S3 points respectively.
Conditions for the meet were far
from ideal The course was a quagmire with temperatures in the 40s
and a steady rain coming down,

At Otterbein

Nye Defends His Action

Doug MeCuUough
Agapttos Papagapttos
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Nye's decision regarding the fate of Individual players
was determined by specific criteria.- - Nye kept the players
who he felt would "turn, the program around, and help
reestablish a winning attitude. Some of the players who
were cut had started games, while others had not played at
an, Thus, Nye did not cut only inexperienced freshmen. Nye
cut the players who lacked the level of skill and aggressive
ness that he strove for. Nye statedThese players dlia't
contribute much in games or practices. '..
After the team's reorganisation the squad practiced
through the mid-terbreak. Nye . said that the practice on
Monday. October 17 ''was the best practice we'd had in two
- years. This was the push they needed."..
On October 15, and October 19, the Scots recorded
impressive victories over M alone and Kenyan. Not only did
the team elevate its level of play,- - but they --also improved their communication with their coach.
pane to
Friday. October . 21; Wooster; lost ,
; nationally ranked
Nye said that " the total
The
I igame back to front, and side to side was the best yet.'
' players were hungry, and nenfcr0l7 jpareddfw he contest,
j
Finally, Nye felt that if his judgement had been too harsh
the remaining players on the team, would hayextaken action.
Nye
that "players today would have' dropped off the
l squadstated
it they disagreed witlt my declzlon,i None of the
.remaining players hung, up their,. JeraeysJA. fact; Nye
contends that several players 'came to him saying:. 'Coach,
you should have done this two weeks ago."
--

.

-

.

special meeting for his team. At the meeting's conclusion
14 players from the squad. As the result of
Nye'a action the soccer team has been reduced from 32 to 13
players.
Word of Nye's action reached the student body, and many
rumors started circulating. Rumors with false reasons for
why Nye took such action, and how the remaining players on
the team were reacting to his decision. In an interview with
coach Bob Nye, the 20 year veteran expressed his position,
and the reasons for his action. First and foremost Nye emphasized the fact that he did
team. He .was
not want, to coach a
sensitive to the fact that the team did not possess a winning
attitude Secondly. Nye stressed that his action was not a.
"disciplinary one." The growing team frustrations, rather
than the lifestyles of certain Individuals, provoked his ;
v
.':
-.
decision, - Nye pointed out that before October 13 only two practices
saw the entire squad present. Foreign students, whose
backrounds made it difficult for them to adjust to the
American sports philosophy of daily practice, had a tendency
to miss them often. "We started with eight foreign students
now we only have one.": added Nye. But he emphasized that
many American players were skipping far too many practices for unexcusable reasons.
Nye recognized that the team's skin level was not as hih
as in previous years. But the team's attitude and desire was
moving backwards. Nye began to wonder why the team was
not winning. "We just weren't going anywhere Nye asked
himself, "What do we have to do in order to make the best ,
players better?" Nye believed that the akul drills were only
as good as the people who ran them Nye added "if the
lesser skilled players don't' execute 'them,; the best. players
;
don't get better;
The., team reached a juncture where the best group of
players could not score on the weaker players. The only
solution .wsj fcr Nye
.best players to compete against 4lw.esvTwrch t"i? rrr .twrc.
Nye said that certain upperclassmen were losing Interest
due to a lack of playing time, and subsequently were dossiaa
It in practice. These players' ability had reached a peak and
was now tapering off, added Nye. These problems and others
came to a climax at Oberlin October 12. in which Wooster was . ;
against a much weaker team. This loss
knocked the Scots out of the race for the OAC championship.
At this point in the season there were seven games
remaining for the Scots. Nye stated, "If things didn't chance
we were going to really get cleaned in three of them. Nye
felt he had to create a spark, reinstate some kind cf
competitive atmosphere.
Nye opted for a team meeting on Thursday. October 13.
He feared "the Impact of his decision would be lost If he
met each player individually. Before he adjourned the
meeting Nye announced which players were to remain on the
Nye dismissed

team.'.

Under the conditions, freshman
Paul Fleming continued his streak
of outstanding races. He finished

fifth overall with a time of 27:09. ' The rest of the Wooster contingent was well back, in the pack.
Dave - Dean and Ken Godlewski
were the first Wooster men behind
Fleming with times of 28:53 and
23:55 which were good enough for
22nd and 23rd places. Andy Baird
and Dave Brandt rounded out the
scoring for the Scots as they
crossed the finish in 25th and 29th
places.
This weekend is the Ohio Conference Championships 'for the liens'
Cross Country squad; The Scots
finished 13th (last) hi the conference a year ago and are obviously
looking to better themselves this
year.
If the team is as healthy as in the"
beginning of the season, they could
make a serious run at the top half
of the conference, but if they run
like last weekend they will probably finish in the lower third.

BY TOM WARD AND JOHN STAPLETON
On Thursday, October 13, Soccer Coach Bob Nye held a
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Dorm Shortage A National Problem Wooster
V
RUab
53
Some schools even closed exist- ly caught up" with skyrocketing
ing dorms over the last several energy costs suffered in the sevenyears at the first hints of enroll- ties, she says. "We're hoping to
ment decline.
hold our rates steady for at least

MILWAUKEE, WI (CPS)
Barb
Zicari, a history major at Marquette University, found herself
stuck into a rented hotel room this
falL instead of moving into a uni
versity dorm as she'd expected.
To Zicari, it's great In fact. "I'd
never go back to the dorms if I
don't have
didn't have to. Here,-yoto worry about doing your towels or
linens, and a maid comes once
every day and cleans the place
up."
But to Marquette officials, it's a
terrible situation. Besides placing
Zicari and 29 other women students
in the Continental Hotel, they've
had to rent additional floors of a
nearby YMCA and convert dorm
lobbies into temporary living quarters for their new students.
The cost is significant. The damage to a school's reputation as a
desirable, comfortable place to
study can be bigger.
But a number of schools across
the country are sustaining such
damage, as dorm officials are
being surprised by the number of
students who have shown up asking
to move into dorms in recent

But the decline, despite a decrease in the number of
ear-olin the general population,
is on hold. The college population,
which peaked at 12.4 million last
year, is expected to stay at or near
that level throughout the decade,
the National Center for Education
Statistics now predicts.
Moreover, the continually --rising
housing around
price of
the country .has convinced more
students to choose dorms over
apartments. The result: an unanticipated increase in the number of
dorm residents this falL
"We keep waiting for things to
level off like they're supposed to,
but it's not happening," says Marquette spokesman Dave Foran.
Western Michigan closed three
dorms over the last few years, but
has had to reopen two of its Valley
II projects to absorb this fall's
increase in form requests.
Oklahoma, despite an overall enrollment decline of 400, also has reopened a dorm it shut down last
year, and has made some double
rooms in existing dorms into triples.
West Liberty State College in
West Virginia is stuffing three students in rooms designed for two,
and moving people into resident
advisers' rooms, normally reserved
as singles for RAs.
Iowa State currently has 300 students temporarily living in offices,
recreation halls and meeting rooms
at the Student Union. At one facility, 19 men have to share two
showers.
Over 100 ESU students couldn't
even get temporary housing.
Dorms are more crowded where
rates are low. "At schools where
the rates have gone up, the increases (in occupancy) have been much
more modest this year," says Illinois' North.
"Nationally. I'd say (dorm) rates
per- -,
are up about
cent," says Annette Smith, current
ACUHO director and housing official at West Virinia. Last year's
2
housing costs went up
perlS-to-24-

-y

ds

u

off-camp- us

weeks.
Besides Marquette, Middle Tennessee State, Western Michigan,
Iowa State, Connecticut. West liberty State, Notre Dame and Okla-

homa, among others, unexpectedly
have run out of dorm space.
"Most of the Big Ten schools are
pretty much at capacity or in need
of special housing for their overflow," reports Gary North, housing
director at the University of Illinois
and past president of the Association of College and University

Housing Officers (ACUHO).
"And most of the larger state
universities are in similar
stances," he adds. "Little and private schools may be experiencing a
surplus of dorm space, but even
some of them are having overflows

this year."
It wasn't supposed to be like this.
Virtually all long-terpredictions
of enrollments in the 1980s showed
the college population dropping off
precipitously. Many campus officials shied away from building new
dorms, fearful they'd be left vacant
after the decline scheduled to start
in fall, 1981, and to accelerate after cent
m

that

three-to-sev-

the next year."

definitely a

Consequently,

264-880-

Offr applt

11

Noon-1-

2

line-out- s.

much more convenient That's why The backs were hampered
your schools are seeing such good what by the soggy turf, but also

distinguished themselves with their
solid play. The whole squad consistently played tough, hard hitting
rugby.
In addition, the Wooster
played the Cleveland Rugby Club's
and after scoring the
game's first points were eventually
defeated nine to four. However, this
inexperienced group played quite
well and looked very promising.
average."
This weekend Wooster journeys
Kansas State, which had an overflow last year, has 280 extra dorm to : Kenyan for a match and on
spaces this falL Western Illinois is November 5, they will play their
closing two dorms because of rising first home game against
costs and declining numbers of
housing applications.
occupancy rates."
Not all schools have them. "It's a
very mixed, mixed-u- p picture this
year," Smith summarises.
"Things are very quiet" in West
Virginia's dorms, she says, though
"that's only because we changed
our entrance requirements from
(admitting) all high school graduates to requiring them to have a C

"On
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CITY NEWS
On the Square, south of the traffic signal

The store that has everything
Tobaccos, imported and domestic;

Help a friend get through
the day without a cigarette.
They might just quit
forever. And that's
important. Because good
friends are hard to find.
And even tougher to lose.
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better bargain to live on campus packwork and
again." North says. "And it's also well in the scrums and
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SENATOR HOLLINGS PROPOSES
PEACE TIME
"

ji
'
president."
Copps admits "there is oppos- tion" to the draft proposal, but
adds, "Sen. Hollings is proposing
what he thinks is necessary,' not
necessarily what everybody wants
or will get him votes."
The bill, in faet. began winding
its way through the Senate simultaneously with the October 3rd nacause he doesnt believe the
Army has worked," ex- tional "day of protest" against the
Solomon Amendment, the law re
plains Hollings aide aCDce Copps.
"Sen. Hollings feels the present quiring men to show proof of regissystem perpetuates inequity by tration in order to get federal
nlaeinff the burden of the defense of financial student aid. our country on the poor, blacks and .CARD organized campus rallies
aays.
at Lehigh, Columbia, Wisconsin,
the auaavamagea," wjpps you
look Hamilton College, lfontclalr State,
- In addition, he says, "if
at the demographics we wont have Oregon, and west Virginia.
all that much young ' manpower The U.S. Supreme Court has
eAinlntf alnnar la the future, and it is agreed to decide whether the SoloArmr will mon law la unconstitutional, but
douhtfnl an
be able to recruit the number of wont rule in the case until 1884.
people well need to maintain our Unto then, all male students must
register to get aid.
defense forces. . .
has
Rep. Robert Edgar (D-PHollings' proposal "is very surprising to us," says the USSA's introduced a bill to repeal the
Oxer, "because he has been very Solomon Amendment even before
imwdueitkm In the oast, and the the court rules.- draft is a very unpopular thing to Whether the amendment stays on
talk about when you're running tor the books or not, registration will
remain, and the subject of reviving
a full draft has become current
- The proposals to revive it "are
what we've been warning people
about ever since they reinstituted
registration," says CARD'S BelL
"In starting registration it was
an inevitabe step in the direction of
bringing back the draft," she says.
"After all. (the government) didn't
want everyone's name just so they
could send them birthday cards."

years in the armed forces.
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
Currently-enrolle- d
college stuGiving credence to their earlier
to finish
allowed
would
be
dents
Service
fears that forced Selective
military registration would lead one semester of study between the
of the time they were . drafted and the
eventually to
anti-dratime they would be inducted, while
and
draft itself, student
groups are voicing growing concern seniors --would : get one year to
graduate before beginning to serve.
over S n. Ernest Hollings' (D-S.
Boilings introduced the bill "bepeace
a
new proposal to establish
re-instatem-ent

ft

C)

time draft

ri

.all-volunte-er

j

.

.

"There's some debate over how
seriously to take this proposal because every year someone seems to
come up with legislation to reimplement the draft," says Alice
Bell of the Committee Against Registration and the Draft CARD).
"But there doe seem to be more
interest this time around." she
adds, "particularly with the U.S.
having trooos in the Middle East
and Central America "
T
4raft nronoaal also is saining
more attention than previous ones
because Hollmgs is ' one 01 me
.

,- -

contenders for the Democratic

nreaidential nomination, adds Ka
thy Oxer, legislative liaison for the
U.S. student Association iu&a..
Hollings proposes that all men
serve at least two
aeed
18-to-- 24
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A small but dlgniiJed group f eoOega students and townspec-l- a
gathered In front of Lowry last Friday afternoon in demonstration cf
their fears of nuclear weapons. Photograph by rrans Jactxen.-
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Salaries llover

a)

MEN
IF YOU'RE EIGHTEEN,
SHOULD BE KEGISTE
FOR MORE THAN
JUST COURSES.

f

says Tom snyder, an
WASHINGTON. D.C (CPS)
The average male faculty member

'

$5000 more
than his female colleague, and
continued to get higher raises than
her. according to a new study by
the National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES).
. The
can between men's and
women's faculty salaries has widened steadily since a 1877-7- 8 low of
33500. Last year it reached 15374,
the NCES reports. .'- "Much of the overall difference
(in men's and women's salaries) is
due to women being atTthe lower
level positions on their faculty,'

last year made over

aaa- -

Ncxa

Indeeo, tne report uovi u.erc
were v mJO maie proiessorB . mat
year, compared to only 8354 female
professors. At tne instructor ievei,
however. 11735 were women. wfcHe
1027 were men.
Snyder believes tne saiary-gsu- der gap will narrow as more worn- uw
en worm ukit wi
and achieve more seniority.
"Another reason for the discrepancy," Snyder says, "could be the
salary differences among different
fields of study ' 'UoreHnen, for
example, teach in engineering tzl
computer science, fields, which
usually have higher pay scales than
other fields. Male faculty members also got
seven
higher raises last year
compared to 6.7 percent
percent
women
for women, lien
at every academic level, the stuiy
,.
shows.
,
Overall, male teachers earned an
ccra132-8average 323,394 in
--

.

.

ENTLP

Want to make money?
2. Want to get a great recom-- J
,;:
: mendation in travel banking,
marketing and ad- bookkeeping,
.. nWui fmm tMfi9 far
tzr
vertising?
ning Instructors to nearly
.professors.
3. Are you an entrepreneur per- "The growing gap (between
men's and women's salaries)
son who wants to be a tour
shows that there is still a let cf
women
discrimination
, 4
Judy ToucLtca,
director?
I education?, saysagainst
,;
director for the America
4. Do you stick with" a job until associate
Council on Education's Clca cf
in Higher Education.
you succeed?
A Women
.c,
Even considering; that mary
women are newcomers to fcier
5 We pay commission pi us : education
and may teach in
fields, "the report is rrocf
FREE TR IPS to ski and spring that the progressstillwomen from
mad
1.

out-earn-

ed

-
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break areas.
6. Sendrus your resume' with :
your address and telephone!
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Clortivff ffvice is an
Drnn
responsibility required by law. you're eigjiteen or

imDOTtaiit

witK

If

within a month of your eighteenth birthday, you should
register. To register, go to anyUS. Post Office,
pick up a card and fill it out. It only takes about five
minutes. That's not a lot to ask for a country as great as
ours.
Register, It's quick,
Presented

ua

If s easy. And it's

PuWIc

Svie

Announcement

the law.

nunib'er. We will be in touch.
7. Send immediately to:

Coastal Tours, Inc.
P. O. Dox CO
Oak Forest. IL 60452
2
Phono: (312)
535-321-

v

"

finfar
the seventies is
ished." Touchton says.
Furthermore, "the proof is erly
the first step. Based on this lr.:cr
mation, institutions need to lock at
themselves and see that men
women with comparable years cf
service are getting paid equally."
- The NCES report, which
274S publle and private
schools nationwide, also found that
faculty salaries overall increr::i
to
C9 percent last year, compared
a 9.2 percent increase for USl-2- .
Faculty salaries at public scLdcIs
ranging from tls.002 for instruc5 tors to $354 for full professors
continued to lead private schools,
where instructors earned an average S18.82 and professors were
'
paid an average $35,040.
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THE

SCIENTIST
Continued from Page 4
perlmeatatioa can ma free from
bias. Janet wears no Jewelry to
which the monkeys are attracted,
and she always wears her neutral
white lab coat. Even daring the tray
test a black dot has been painted in
the center of the tray that Janet
stares at to avoid eyeing the
preferable choice. All these precautions are set up to avoid giving
"inadvertent cues" to Cora.
Janet has based her lab studies on
previous studies. However, earlier
works used old world apes and
monkeys and as far as is known, this
is the first study done with new

mimsmmmm

world monkeys.
The scientific name for these
monkeys is Cebus apella. In the wild

they are arboreal tree dwellers that
survive on "fruits as well as insects." Also according to Janet,
these monkeys are said to have
manual dexterity and over the summer Janet discovered the Wooster
monkeys are dextrous.
What are their expectations? Dr.
Thompson and Janet realize that
these monkeys are "housed in a
social group" and mainly interact
among themselves and not with
humans. Therefore, they do not expect the monkeys to react too well to
a "language" other than their own.
So far. Cora has exceeded expectations. Much of Cora's success with
the language, is due to the clean
scientific approach plus the very
special care that Janet devotes to
all the monkeys and her whole LS.
project.
Through all the methodology and
text book terminology comes the
joys of success and reward. The
reward for Janet is visualized daily
through interactions with these
monkeys. Janet says she and the
monkeys are "just hanging out and
having a good time!"
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man who is eighwithin
or
a month of your
teen
eighteenth birthday, you should
be registering with Selective Service. To register, just go to any
U.S. Post Office and pick up a
registration form. Ell out the
form, sign it and hand it to a
postal clerk, ft only takes about
five minutes. That's not a lot to
ask for a country as great as ours.
If you're a

Register. It's quick. It's easy.
And it's the law.

Esber Beverages Inc., 2217 Bolivar Road S.W., Canton, Ohio 44706
or (216)456-463Phone: (800)372-372- 6
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